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NOTICE TO MARINERS

TII REE-TIMES- A - WEE K

The Superintendent of Lighthouses
announces the following:
Southeast Rock Lighted Whistle
Buoy, 6A. heretofore reported ex
tinguished, was relighted Dec. 7,
Matinlcus Harbor—Mackerel Ledge
Buoy, 5, established Dec. 8. 100 yards
north of northerly ledge in 30 feet.
Buoy is a black first class special can.
—
The registration at night, school
being maintained by Federal aid conI tinues to increase, Friday night 116
j persons being in attendance.

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable ln
advance; .single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HI8TORY
The Rockland Gazette was estab'lshed
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897
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Individuals may perish; but ♦
truth Is eternal —Joseph Oerrald.

•••

McBrine’s New Barber Shop
•

/

vCj y/

2)0 MAIN STREET.
OPP. HOTEL ROCKLAND
Brand New L’p-To-The-.Minute Equipment
EDGAR McBRINE, Prop.

OPEN FOR BUSINESS DEC. 14

Turkey Shoot
SATURDAY, DEC. 16
ROCKLAND COUNTRY CLUB
ONE TO FOUR O’CLOCK
Auspices Rockland Country Club
148-149

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE-

CHRISTMAS BALL
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
MONDAY, DECEMBER 25

NEW YEAR’S BALL
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
MONDAY, JANUARY 1
Dancing Until 1 o'clock—Watch for Further Announcement

DON’T FORGET THIS WEEK'S DANCE—FRIDAY EVG., DEC. 15
MUSIC FOR ALL THESE DANCES

EDDIE WHALEN’S PRIVATEERS
Beautiful Hall

Excellent Floor

Popular Prices

THE BLACK HOUSE

Boze Has His Curiosity Satisfied and How It Has Benefited Central
Has Forgiven the Roving Reporter

Maine Employes In Pist Ends Splendid Career Of Public Service—Funeral Services American Legion Food Show Netted Ten Tons Despite the
Thursday At St. Peter’s Church
Worst Storm For Several Winters
Seven Years

Somerville, Mass., Dec. 5.
To thc Roving Reporter:—
l*n*ll*.
More than $150,000 has been paid ;
Ordinarily I have my own priva-.opinion of a man who breaks hl' to employes and families of em- i Death came yesterday to end the his education in the public schools. Amazingly successful was the an-1 there were other attractions, lncludword, but in your case, I not only ! ployes of the Central Maine Power ,I long period of ill health suffered by and before the Lime Rock Railroad nua| (ooj nntj picture show held in :»8 Robishaw's Hill Billies
The proceeds in the way of food,
Harding, .sheriff ol Knox was completed drove llmerock teams, i8trand Thlatr(. Sunday afternoon
|J
forgive you, but congratulate you
Company in death and disability j county. He had sevpral times been mainly for Perry Brothers.
fuel. etc. amounted to about 10 tons.
for doing It, Reason: "The Black
and evening by Winslow-Holbrook
benefits under group life insurance | --------He was then in the grocery busiHouse."
ness about ten years, either as clerk Post
I have before me as I write a pic plans, according to an announce
or proprietor, and at one time was j Outside a near blizzard was in .
ture. a staircase and hall, with the ment by President Wyman.
associated in that, business with thc j piogress. wilh the snow whirling
I title: "Black Mans|on. Ellsworth, a
A total of 51 families and six per
late ex-Mayor Reuben S. Thorn- hither and yon, and the mercury
I treasure house of antiques." This is manently disabled employes have
dike.
down within speaking distance of the ,
■ in "Eastward Ho! to Maine” <Me. Del.
been the recipients of these payments.
He served as common councilman
m.u.k
didn>t
r(u..onable
I Com.)
from Ward One in 1900 and 1901 anti
,
I didn't know a thing about the This represents an average of about [
. ,
Ito think 'hat folks- would venture out
two years later the voters of that,
history of the Black Mansion—now $2,700 made available in time of dis
ward sent him to City Hall as aider- on ,-uch a day, even fcr such a worthy I
I thanks to you, I know all about it. tress and often of need.
man. His service for the city was not cause, but out they caine. and as they 1
We have a few old houses here in j Group life insurance of Central
completed
there, however, for in 1912 passed through the turnstile at the I
j Massachusetts, and some of them I Maine employes began in 1926. The
and
1913
he
was city marshal.
theatre the pile of food-stuffs and j
have visited. One in Barnstable,
plan now provides for a small
Soon afterward he moved to other articles mounted in the lobby
I Mass., was built in 1698. and only twa
monthly deduction from the em
Thomaston to join the staff of the
I families have ever lived in it—the
Every seat was taken at both per
ploye's salary. The balance of the
State Prison, which he was serving formances, and many stood until the
j original owner, a Cape Cod sea cap
premium is paid by the company.
in the important office of commis
tain, and his descendants, and the
Approximately 700 employes are in
sary
at the completion of his duti« >
friends we know and whom we
sured under this arrangement, the
there.
visited. The daughter who now lives
total insurance amounting to $1,201.Mr. Harding was elected sheriff in
there, will not have electric lights
750. In addition, approximately the
1926.
and there followed three suc
j put in because they would not go
Col. Basil II. Jitinson, chairman of
same number of employes have taken |
cessive elections. In all of these ap
i with the house.
Boze.
distribution
out $1,092,500 worth Of accidental The late Sheriff Frank F. Harding, pearances before the Knox County
death
and
dismemberment,
insurance.
,
whose
thath
bling
onaw lo every electorate he received a splendid vote
A diaphone call from box 37 called
winch excelled those of other yeais
Knox County home.
i the department to Narragansett Hotel This corresponds lo the so-called
of confidence, generally leading the
as
to weight. The rations were so
——~ - ■ ■
= Republican ticket in majority. The |
1 early this morning to handle a chtm- “double indemnity" clause in many
varied, however, that the committee
¥
Ueated
by
speoialisU
in
Portland.
,
nroads
of
g
fatal
malady
greaUy
life
insurance
policies.
i ney flre which was subdued with
will not find the distribution an easy
and his last return seemed to show handicapped hu WOrk ln the last, few
little or no damage.
matter. Some of the contributions
■
ISLE AU HAUT INCORPORATION encouraging Improvement, so much | years but he had surroun<!led himwere of a character never received
so that he was ab.e to be present in
an exceptionally capable
before.
Through a typographical error a thc Court House during the Novem- offlcial famiiy, and personally din-et
:< .<■
The cash receipts were $20. smaller
mistake was made in the date of the her term of Superior Court. He bore pd the work almost to the last. Hls
than some previous years—but so is
incorporation of Isle au Haut in the his ailment- patiently and uncom- extreme conscientiousness resulted in
everybody's cash. Ten tons of coal
fourth installment of Deer Isle s piainingly, though at the last he four administrations which have
will help drive the Frost King from
history whichappeared In the issue knew, as those near and dear to him nepded no apology.
Feature Attraction
a number of doors
of Dec. 2It should have read Feb that the end of his life's journeywas
sherlfl Harding belonged to Knox
The supplies were removed to the
Eugene O'Neil's
28. 1874. instead of Feb. 18. 1784.
near at hand. In those Anal days Ixxtge I.O.O.F., Rockland Encampvacant store in Xhe Masonic building
he wore the same genial, kindly smile ment canton Lafayette, Miriam Reas fast as they accumulated.
' that. everybody knew.
bekah
Aurora Lodge. F A M .
Herbert R Mullen was again chair
Wednesday Only
MORRIS EXPRESS
The funeral services will be held and
K. of P_a Milton M. Grilfin. chairman of trans man of the food show and handled it
with PAUL ROBESON
GENERAL TRUCKING
at St. Peter's Episcopal Church popular and efficient worker in all of
portation
with an ability that has become al
PORT CLYDE TO ROCKLAND
Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock. them.
most a science. Col. Basil H. Stinson
Thursday-F riday
MON., WED.. FRI. AND SAT.
Rev Ernest O. Kenyon officiating.
He was married 22 years ago this final fadeout. The feature attraction had charge of the distribution and
Mr. Harding was born Jan. 6. month to Miss Agnes Riley, who was Mac West In "Night After Night" M M Griffin the transportation—
Backed by Public Utilities Commission
TEL. TENANT'S HARBOR 36
1869. son of- the late William P and survives him, together with one ,but not su«h a '“«ht «
a,«i truly a capable trio.
i48&*15C
Vesta i Ford) Harding. He received 1 daughter. Emma; two sons, Frank--------------------------------------- --------’ and James; two brothers, George of
Orange. N. J. and Charles of Som
CAMDEN
erville; and two sisters, Minnie
Harding and Mabel Harding of Governor, With Appointing Power, May Name Democrat
! Rockland.

COMIQUE

“Emperor Jones”

“Footlight Parade”
COMIQUE THEATRE

BURROWS ACTING SHERIFF

AL’S BARBER SHOP
284 Main Street,

LADIES’ AID

CHRISTMAS SALE

<*t.

Opp. Studley Furniture Store

.

Learn Tap Dancing

or a

Higher Gas Tax?
In a Referendum Vote in 1930 you said,
By a Vote of 3 to I,

“NO HIGHER GAS TAX!”

Complete new home study routine.
Postpaid to any address
JOHNNY MACK
2377 Washington St„
Boston, Mass.

DANCE AS USUAL
TONIGHT
Ocean View Ball Room
Eddie Whalen’s Privateers
148'It

DANCE
Town Hall, Union

Wednesday, Dec. 13
Woodcock’s Orchestra

In a Referendum in 1932, by a Vote of 8 to I,

Auspices American Legion
MEN, 35c. Ladies, 15c

You Said,

“NO HIGHER GAS TAX!”
BUT Your Senators and Representatives Again are

Considering An Increase !!!!
Write Them in Time For the Hearing Wednesday

148’lt

BOSTON
DAILY TRIPS BY BI S
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
S4.00 One Way; $7.20 Round Trip
Railroad Responsibility
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland:
B. L. Davis, Warren, and McDon
ald's Drug Store, Thomaston.

MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
TEL. 92

99-tt

At the State House, Augusta
And Tell Them You MEANT IT—

'SO HIGHER GAS TAX!’
MAINE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION

148'lt

Thursday, Dec. 14
Supper from 5 to 7

49-tf

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock iMaker

Specialize on Chimes and French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly emploved by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rockland

TENNESSEE STOCK
--------

Specializing in Ladies’ Haircuts

AL. PLOURD, Prop.

GOOD PROGRAM IN EVENING
148-1$

—Situation Like Cumberland’s

Rockland

100 Per Cent Sanitary
EXPERT OPERATORS

Will You Have a

Merry Christmas

Volume 88.....................Number 1 48

CHARITY IN A BLIZZARD

DEATH OF SHERIFF HARDING

GROUP INSURANCE

Grange Hall
South Thomaston

TAXPAYERS!!

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, December 12, 1933

Tuesday
Issue

OPENING DANCE SERIES

OCEAN VIEW BALL ROOM
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14
Featuring

AL ROUGIER AND HIS ORCHESTRA

148'lt

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

PRIMARY ENROLLMENT
Next June, voters of Maine will agan vote in the State Pri
maries to choose candidates of their respective parties for the Sep
tember election.
In order to vote in the Primary of your party, you must become
enrolled before December 16—next Saturday.
Hundreds of Knox County voters are not yet enrolled; and many
voters are known or believed to be enrolled in a different party than
that with which they are actually affiliated or for which they in
tend to-v ote.
Attention is called to tlie fact that Rockland will present a
candidate for renominalion, on the Democratic ticket for Repre
sentative to Congress. Regardless of political affiliation, Rockland
people realize and appreciate the importance to the City of having
a Knox County man as their representative.
It is wholly within the bounds of possibility that some county in
this Congressional District, in which there is a large Democratic
enrollment, might present and actually nominate a candidate from
that county, while Knox County would sit helplessly by and see its
Representative defeated for rrnomination simply because many
Knox County Democrats and Independents have failed to qualify
themselves to vote in the Democratic Primaries. Note that we are
asking you to qualify by enrollment to vote Not for a Democrat as
against a Republican, but for a Knox County Democratic candidate
for Representative as against a Democratic candidate from Outside
the County.
There is an erroneous impression prevalent that enrollment in
volves considerable trouble and effort. It does not, as a matter of
fact, involve even stepping outside of your own home. Telephone
Today to any member of the committee listed below, and an enroll
ment blank will be brought to your house; you will have to do abso
lutely nothing but sign it. No questions to answer, no tests to pass.
Whatever your past political affiliation, ask yourself this ques
tion—"If wc are to have a Democrat as Representative in Congress,
would I prefer a Knox County Democrat, or one from come distant
county who lias no personal interest in Knox County."
Tlie question answers itself. Of course you would prefer a local
man. But unless you get yourself enrolled This Week—six months
before the P imary, you may find that you have no vote in thc mat
ter—no right to vote. Telephone Today.
EDWARD C. MORAN,
Tel. 98
ENSIGN OTIS,
Tel.
150'
C. M. RICHARDSON,
Tel. 957
E. W. PIKE,
Tel. 339

(

With the death of Sheriff Harding (their duties being confined solely

to

Glance At Ernest Davis S his department, in accordance with the serving of civil processes. The
Llewellyn Setters Which the statutes, comes temporarily under handling of criminal matters falls to
Feast On Brown Bread and the supervision of County Attorney the State Police.

gone8

1 Jerome C. Burrows Hls first act wav
The appointment ot a successor to
_____
I------------------------------------------- — Sheriff Harding is up to Oov Brann.
Llewellyn setters, which trace their (
What happened In Cumberland
! ancestry back to good old Tennessee
County, following the death of Its
stock, watch hourly for the coming j
sheriff was the appointment of a
of their master, Ernest C. Davis, in
Democrat whom the Executive Coun
i their commodious kennels at the rear
cil (Republican* has thus far refused
[ of the Davis home on Broadway.
to confirm.
r The pups to be seen there owe their
Should a Democrat be appo'.nted
parentage to Rowdy and Ruby, and
for Knox County it is generally be
human beings could not be prouder !
lieved that the office would go to
of their offspring than are these
Mayor Richardson, Capt. R F Sicanine aristocrats. Thc mother which J
ville or J Crosby Hobbs all of whom
1s said to have the best bird scent and
come within the term “lame ducks
inclination in the Llewellyn family, |
which was so frequently applied
has had three litters under her
to Republican Congressmen after
present ownership—eight in the first,
Hoover's defeat. All three have been
cne in the second, and six in the third
disappointed in their political aspira
The solitary pup in the second lot,
tions but two of them (Richardson
Ernest named Depression, because
and Hobbs ( still cling to the hope
I everything was scarce in those days. I
that the muddle over the United
1 but the name has since been changed
States
Marshal appointment may be
to Prosperity—showing what codes
settled
in their favor.
will do, even for canines.
When thc voters of Knox County
Out of State customers have cheer County Attorney Jerome C. Burrows
re-elected Sheriff Harding by an in
fully paid Ernest's prices, which are
who acts as sheriff until Governor creased majority last fall they em
$35 for puppies, $50 tor those ax
names Mr. Harding's successor
phatically registered approval of his
months old, and $100 for yearlings
administration. Barring politics his
and over.
to reappoint. Mr. Harding's complete
All of these young setters have been list of deputies, who however, have logical successor would be Deputv
tested.. All will point and not one is no authority in criminal matters. Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick. who has
been Sheriff Harding’s right hand man
gun-shy. The colors aw* white and
black, liver and white, and black, lucky to require a mascot, but along and who has earned thc reputation
white and tan. Ernest says that the with the licenses is hung a horse of being one of the keenest and most
next lot. will be lemon and white, bas shoe, nailed on In tlie approved man successful criminal officers in the
ing that belief on a half century's ner Ernest’s bow-wows are not the State. Mr. Ludwick. however, is quite
study of canines, which convinces him "demnition" sort.
content that some other Republican
that colors run in cycles and that
be appointed if that is the wish of
the powers.
they always take back to the original
THE THRIFT SHOP
stock. Be that as it may they are all
In any event an early appointment
beauties—kind, gentle, intelligent, and It is Doing Lots of Good, and j ls exPec!ei
it is not to toe wondered at that
Very
Very Grateful For Con- y0UR FAVOR,TE
Ernest is all bound up in then*
tributions
He has two dog-houses, one having
If I had to live my life again I would
heating facilities in case the dog is
Mis. Edward K Leighton and En nave made a rule to read some poetrv
and listen to some music at lea<t onc»« »
taken sick.
sign Hand extend thanks to Willis week The loss of these tastes is a lo*s
What do dogs eat? Ernest showed
Ayer, Senter Crane and Crockett'f of happiness—Charles Darwin.
a Courier-Gazette reporter the bill ol
baby store, for the new clothing sent
WHICH ROAD?
fare for his charges, from which it
to the Salvation Army Thrift Shop; If you could go back to the fork of the
appears that the Llewellyn setters
road.
Winslow-Holbrook Post and Simon- Back the long miles you have carried the
feast on brown bread and bones—
load;»
tons for furniture.
Back to the place where vou had to
cooked and raw, the puppies being
decide
Clothing and bedding have been
brought up on dog food until they are
By this wi$ or that through your life to
three months old. Ernest Is Ills own given to 30 families during the Back abide:
of the grieving and back of the
care.
baker, and thus far the dogs have month of November. Twent.y-six
Back to the place where the future was
pairs
of
mittens
were
given
to
chil

never experienced indigestion over
fair,—
dren who were much in need of the If you were this day that decision to
his brown bread.
make.
Mr. Davis has owned dogs 55 years, same. Again we appeal for clothing O brother ln sorrow! which road would
you take?
of
every
kind.
Christmas
will
soon
and has shot untold game over them
suppose that again to the fork vou
On the outside of one of the kennels be here, and probably you will be Then went
back.
arc to be seen $350 worth of licenses, buying new clothing. Please send to After you’d trodden the other long track;
After
you
’
d
found that its promises fair
running back to 1897, and he estimates the Thrift Shop some of your cloth Were all a delusion that led to a snare.—
That
the
•
>id you
iveled with
that the cost of-all his dog licenses ing which may still be wearable and
sighs and unrest,
would aggregate $500. Incidentally a great, benefit to some poor worthy Though dreary and rough, was most
graciously blest.
ali of his purps have been of thc same ; soul. We are besieged with lots of With balm for each bruise and a charm
for each ache
strain.
, call for clothing.
O brother In sorrow' which road would
you take?
All his life Ernest has teen too
Tne Managers.
—Nixon Waterman.

TO DECIDE FATE OF CHAMBER

The Courier-Gazette

CAMDEN

Announcing

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Miss M. E. Bartlett has sold her
stationery store on Elm street to
And let us not be weary In well Thursday Night’s Public Meeting Will Discuss Closing Of
Theodore L.iFolley of Rockport.
doing: for in due season we shall
Office—Up To the Citizens
Frank L. Kennedy has had two new
reap, if we faint not.—Gal. 6:9.
Briggs pool tables set up in his store
cn Main street to replace the old
The holiday dress of the FullerThursday night has been chosen abroad and wiil call on as many as
Cobb-Davis store is meeting with for the meeting in Temple hall of possible to learn if they are interested ones that had been in use for 22 years
Mrs. Marcus Chandler entertained
much favorable comment. The walls
business and professional men and in determining this question. The the Monday Club this week. Mrs
of the whole street floor have been
purchase of a ticket will indicate
a had- citizens to decide whether or not it
...
. , ...
..
.. . Nerita Wight was reader
covered in dark blue crepe as a back
one s interest in this meeting. It is , , .
„
ground for many glittering stars and k their wish to continue the Rock- —
,
...........
.
..............
,... !i Mbs Vivian Cassens U ass.:sting in
not desired that any one buy a ticket
W O. Hall's store during the holi
a comprehensive "Handkerchief Vil land Chamber of Commerce. Sup unless he plans’ to attend. It is not
days.
lage" compoeed of typical dwellings per will be served at 6 30 followed by a felling campaign. The solicitors
Mt Battie Lodge. I.O.O.P will ob
representing those countries from the business session. There- will be have instructions to urge nobody.
serve Past Officers' Night, this Tues
However they will keep a record of all
which handkerchiefs are imported— no speaker.
day evening. There will be guests
Germany. Switzerland. Puerto Rico, While this meeting will be held J who may be opposed or not interested,
from Bangor. Rockland and vicinity.
under
the
auspices
of
the
Chamber
It must be determined in some way
Ireland, China and France. Of
Refreshments will be served during
course there is a house typical of the it is reJflly a meeting of citizens called to be sure of the position of the city's
the evening.
to
settle
a
very
important
question.
business and professional men.
U.S.A. These houses of cardboard i
Mrs A. W. Rich will entertain the
are quaintly styled and realistically 11 *s necessary tha, it be fully underIt will be a physical impossibility
Friends in Council Dec. 19. There
painted Glowing with light agairvi s,ood that attendance at this jessiqp to call on every one. so those who
will be a Christmas program.
the lofty background of blue they ls not confined to members of the are missed may rail the Chamber of
Several members of Arey-Hcal ■
make a charming picture. Six gayly ; C*lamo 1
Commerce Office and a ticket will be
Post. American Legion Women's Aux
lighted trees and a neon Merry .
have a mw deal provided. This is entirely the affair
Christmas complete the decoration.; *n the Chamber and M a general rep- of the city as a whole, keeping the iliary, will be in Bath today to attend
The second floor is done in conven- rcscntation of the citizenry must be Chamber of Commerce in existence, the Second District Council meeting
Thursday evening cf this week Mt
tional green and red with natural j
™U,*?ay ,nW# meetln«
a Battie Lodge. I OO F., and Maiden !
Solicitors with tickets are now citizens' gathering.
forest effects, holly and poinsettias
Cliff Rebekah Lodge will have getin evidence.
together meeting, with supper and

TALK OF____
THE TOWN —
«
Saturday afternoon seven members

The drive to raise sufficient funds
for the local Salvation Army work
is on. In many towns and cities,
tired and footsore men have applied
to the Army for a night's lodging.
Here a clean bath is given them and
in a nice comfortable bed they arc
soon comfortable from the chilly:
winds. Below is a statement of this
work accomplished last year: Beds
supplied to men. 600; meals sup
plied to men. 935: garments supplied.
116; pairs of shoes. 20; total tran
sients helped. 1671. Since Ensign
Hand has had charge of the work
here there has never been a nigh*,
that the dormitory has not been
partly filled. Some nights it has been
filled and he has been running it.
as announced before, without funds.

<>t Joel Keyes Grant Circle. Ladles of

S. Arthur Macomber who has been
employed in Quincy. Mass., for sev
eral months has returned home
Before returning he spent several
days with friends in Providence.

the O A.R . surprised one of the mem
bers, Mrs. Georgia D Small, at her
home at Olencove. It was Mrs
Small s 83d birthday and she was
showered with presents. The com
bined ages of four of the members in
the party amounted to 337 years
Lillian Lincoln, department president
of the G A R. ladies, was one of the
party.
The Parent-Teacher Association i
will meet tonight. Tuesday, at the
Congregational parish house.
A
Christmas program will be presented

Tomorrow is father and son day
with the Rockland Lions Club. The
guest, speaker will be a club mem
ber who will talk on "Flirting With
Fame.”
------"Emperor Jones" Eugene O'Niels
sensational production will appear
tomorrow night as a first run attrac
tion at Comique Theatre. Camden.
Paul Robeson carries the lead. The
Thursday-Friday feature at the
Comique is "Footlight Parade.”

Major Ralph W. Brown, command
Officers of Kalloch Class for the
ing the 2d Battalion of the 240th Coast
year have been chosen thus: Presi
Artillery, has received instructions!
dent. Mrs. Mattie Packard; vice
from the regimental commander, to
president. Mrs. Margaret Fifleld;
make an inspection of the local bat
teries during the present month. I
secretary. Miss Elizabeth Morey;
Battery E i Rockland! will be inspect
treasurer, Mrs. Lettie Whitten; as
ed Dec. 19. and Battery F (Thomas
sistant treasurer, Mrs. Mary Ulmer.
ton* will be inspected Dec. 20. The
LEN GRAY and his Casa Loma
program calls for an Inspection of
The Baptist Men's League supper
Orchestra are now playing the
the records and property, and lor
will
be held Thursday at 6 30. with
orchestra s famous signature song.
demonstrations by members of the
■'Smoke Rings,” in honor of CamelMrs. Elizabeth Williamson as chair
batteries in First Aid. Riot Duty. cigarettes.
man. Others who make up the comGuard Duty. Phys.cal Drill and tests . Taking to the air at 10 PM., neittee are Mrs Evelyn Sherman.
E.S.T., on December 7. the Casa
of Gunners. Major Brown will be ac
Loma band launched the "Camel Mrs. Elvie Wooster, Mrs. Sarah
companied cn this inspection by his
Caravan” over an 83 station hook Prescott. Mrs Pauline Saunders. Mrs.
up on the WABC-Columbia net
adjutant. Lt. Warren O. Feyler. of
work. The Camel Caravan con Cora Richards. Mrs. Catherine Col
Thomaston.
tinues every Tuesday and Thurs lins, Mrs. Maud Mather and Mrs
day at the 10 o'clock IE.S.T.) hour.
This orchestra with its brilliant Aurelia Bray
The Littlefield Memorial Church
arrangements,
the singing of
has tried combining a reunion with
"Kenny” Sargent, and the novel
Finishing touches are being ap
its quarterly business meetings and
ties and rhythms of "Pee Wee”
plied K> Rockland's newest, barber
Hunt,
holds
the
record
for
the
num

has found it very successful. The
ber of college dances to which lt shop of which Edgar McBrine will
second was held last Thursday night, has brought Its new ideas in dance
b? the proprietor. It is located a’
opening with a supper>it 6. Much rhythms.
It is also widely known for Its 290 Main street opposite Hotel Rock
business transacted, interspersed at
—"Thanksgiving," ‘'Rhythm land. The fixtures are in the new
intervals with musical numbers, records
Man." “Dance of the Lame Duck," orange and black which is gaining
both vocal and instrumental, and “Blue Prelude.” “Heat Wave” and
great vogue. Mr. McBrine has been
then a very inspiring address by “Not for ail the Rice in China.”
In addition to the orchestra is in t.he barber business 13 years and
Ensign Hand cf the Salvation Army featured the songs of Irene Taylor,
was listened to. rounding out. a most and the harmonies of the Do-Re-Mi hopes to open the new shop Thurs
day.
Girls.
pleasant evening.

G

Blanche M Swan of Auburn, State ,
president of the American Legion |
Auxiliary and chairman of the Sec- j
ond District Council, has announced j
her committees: Mrs. George Cam- |
cron of Union is on the Americanism .
committee. Mrs. Blanche Morton cl
Rockland on thj resolutions commit- '
tee. Mrs. Susie Lamb and Mrs. Anne
F Snow of Rockland on the finance
committee. Edna Young of Thomas
ton is chaplain of the CouncilIn all six grades at the Tyler
School this week gift boxes arc being
filled. Perhaps you have an extra jar
of preserves or canned foods, a pump
kin, a squash or some apples. Per
haps mittenS, children's underwear,
overshoes, warm stockings, or a
sweater. Perhaps a good book or toy
which have been out grown. Any
contribution to ai'd the children in
this good work will be appreciated.
Mrs .Leola Wiggin has been elect
ed president of the Garden Club to
fill the vacancy caused by the resig
nation of Mrs. Gladys Morgan. Mrs.
Maude Smith has been elected vice
president. Both Mrs. Wiggin and
Mrs. Smith arc ardent promoters of
the club's best interests as well as
possessing a wide knowledge of gar
den subjects.

The Baptist Mens League will
hear a lot about that, romantic
State Kentucky at their monthly
meeting Thursday night, that being
t.hc subject selected by Prof. James
Moreland of University of Maine,
who comes again as speaker. Prof.
Moreland was heard here a year or
two ago. and his galling gun deliv
ery and fearless statements made a
strong impression. Another treat
will be the chicken supper.
j
____________
The State Prison shops turned out
$2000 worth of business last month,
and will probably exceed that showing this month—The Thanksgiving
chicken dinner was not very expen
sive to the State which had to pur
chase only the cranberries and
butter.
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The broadcasting companies
arc doing a good stunt in keeping
the public so frequently informed
as to the whereabouts of the
Lindberghs.
A Thomaston lady whole right
to be called a radio fan may be
judged from the fact that she
has logged more than 140 stations,
called recently upon our good
friend Howell (ullinan, the morn
ing and noon Globe news an
nouncer. She found him fully an
pleasant as his voice sounds, and
looking forward to a Maine visit
some day.

As the domestic gold rush con
tinues millions ol families are dis
covering a new source of income, in
old jewelry, dental plates and trinkets
long forgotten. The addition of
several hundred million dollars worth
of goiy to the government store will
materially strengthen the gold re
serve.

Jessica
Dragonettc,
Cities
Service hour singer, has just re
ceived Radio Stars Magazine’s
“Award for Distingui1 hed Serv
ice." “She has held her throne
since the springtime of radio net
work broadcasting,” says the
editor in the January issue. “I
believe she has spread the joy of
listening further abroad than
any other man or woman in
America."

Some lucky radio fan is due
for a free trip to New York—
three glorious days of doing the
(own. meeting radio celebrities,
visiting big network broadcasts,
a tour through Radio City, the
night clubs, and all the rest of it.
This millionaite's vacation is
being offered free by Radio Stars
Magazine to the winner of its
current radio boners contest.

-----------------Leo Mouradian, manager of J. J.
Newberry Co. store in this city accompanied by Mrs. Molly Mills and
Mies Agne3 Long of the local staff
motored to Ellsworth in Sunday's
storm to inspect the fine Newberry
store just opening in that city. En
route home the trio witnessed the
tragic Paradise Pavilion fire

THE

UNIVERSAL

CAR

The New Ford V-8 for 1934 it now on display at the showrooms ofFord dealers. Surpassing

even the great Ford of1933 in economy, beauty and comfort, it is truly the car ofthis mod
em age—the culmination ofthirty years Fordprogress. It combines the provedperformance
of the V-8 cylinder engine with two important new features—Dual Carburetion and
perfected Gear-vision Ventilation. See this car today and drive it at the first opportunity.
/

r
OUTSTANDING IMPROVEMENTS IN THE

NEW FORD V-8

WITH THE BOWLERS
The Rockland Lions managed to
snitch one point in their match with
the Camden-Rockport Club, but were
without the services of their sensa
tional candlepinist. A1 Jones, and
were outclassed after the first string
Fester had high single <114> and high*
total. The summary.
Camden Lions—Leach 266. Crockett
253. Crockett. Jr. 275. Fester 285. Dyer
270. total 1349
Rockland Lions—Manning 249 Nutt
251. Black 256. Elliot 274, Larcombe
254, total 1284.
• • • •
Kents defeated the Barbers 1350 to
1263 at the Recreation alleys last
night scooping ail of the points.
• • • •
At the Star alleys these results:
Howard's Hustlers 1355, Old Tuners
1321; Snow's Snags 1608, Three Crows
1517.

BETTER PERFORMANCE. Greater power,
new speed, quicker acceleration, smoother per
formance, more miles per gallon especially at
higher speeds, and quicker starting in cold
weather—ail these result from the new dual car
buretor and dual intake manifold! New waterline thermostats enable the engine to warm up
more quickly and to maintain an efficient oper
ating temperature. Added engine refinements
reduce oil consumption, further improve operat
ing economy and reduce maintenance costs.
NFW’ VENTILATION SYSTEM permits clear
vision, prevents drafts and provides desired
amount of fresh air in any weather. Individual
control for front and rear side windows. When
ventilation is desired the window glass is raised
to the top. Then the handle is given an addi
tional half-turn. This slides the glass back
horizontally to form a narrow slot. Through

NORTH WAl DOBORO

this slot air is drawn out by the forward motion
of the car. This simple ventilation system main
tains draft-free circulation, insures passenger
comfort, prevents fogging windshield in cold or
stormy weather. Both windshield and cow, ven
tilator can be opened to supply additional air
needed for comfortable warm-weather driving.
DISTINCTIVENEW NPPEARANCEenbxnced
by the newly designed chromium-plated radiator
shell and grille, new hood louvres, new hub caps.
Interiors are attractive, with new tufted uphol
stery, new mouldings, new cove-type headlining,
new instrument panel, noj arm rests, new hard
ware. Swivel-type sun visors in De Luxe bodies
prevent glare from front or side.

TENDERS IN COLOR. On De Luxe cars fend
ers are in color to harmonize with body colors
—wheel colors optional. New enamel finish on

all bodies and fenders has greater wearing qual
ity and more enduring luster.

GREATER RIDING COMFORT results from
increased spring flexibility. The spring leaves are
newly designed for quieter and easier action.
Shock absorbers are improved. Seat cushions are
deeper, with new, softer springs. New type,
individual bucket seats provide increased comfort
for front-seat passengers in the Tudor Sedan.
Adding to comfort is the new driving case of the
15-to-l steering gear ratio.
PRICES REMAIN LOU — Tudor Sedan, $555.
Coupe, $515. Fordor Sedan, $585. De Luxe
Tudor, $575. De Luxe Fordor, $625. De Luxe
Coupe <5 wim/mrs), $555. De Luxe Coupe (5
trindovt), $555. De Luxe Roadster, $525. De
Luxe Phaeton, $550. Cabriolet, $590. Victoria,
$610. (All prices f.o.b. Detroit.)

1cndcd State Orange at Bangor last .here over the weekend to call on their were in this place Wednesday making

week returned home Friday and re- mother Mrs. Dora Mank. who is in business calls.
Knox Hc pltal at Rockland.
Mrs Elsie Lawson and son Robert
Roland Miller and Mr McDonald fcn a vtrV ‘“»«*Un« session,
Cilla Burnheimcr was a caller at wcre
E D- Marks Thursday.
Ernest A. Bosman Sawyer. Wis., of Union were callers at Foster
Gecrgc Flanders and George Vose
shoe merchant, has perfected a Mank's Friday evening
wood for L. H Oliver Jame., Storer's Wednesday evening.
_________
Mrs. Maude Mank. Lydia Mor.■■ and I'.'wll.vn. Herman and Arden I George Newbcrt of Warren anti \
machine that scales fish in one
tRead the CLASSIFIED
operation and cleans them in another Mr and Mrs. D. O Stahl who at- Mank of Ea t Gardner. Mass., were , Clarence Freeman of Thomaston
The scaler was made from an old
fan motor studded with r.ails The
fish is cleaned by moving down a
trough equipped with a vertical blade
with distending arms.

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

SPECIALS

CHAIRS
ROCKERS

for

••• ••• •••
The Seth Parker broadcast in
Boston
Saturday
afternoon
proved very interesting — espe
cially Seth’s impersonations.

by the grade school and high school
students.
Refreshments will be
served.
Big time in the opera house tonight
sponsored by the Camden-Rock por
Lions Club, dancing and an enter
tainment. and the proceeds to be
given to the needy children of Cam
den Music will be furnished by Clar
ence Fish and his Six Lions Club
Rcllickers.
Entertainment begins
promptly at 8 45.

NEW FORD V-8 for 1934

FANCY MIRRORS

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

BOOK CASES

LAMB

. LEGS,
I RIB CHOP,

lb
lb

These are
Fancy Lambs

LOIN CHOP,
1 FORES,

lb
lb

18c
25c
30c
10c

BONELESS LOIN ROASTS BEEF,

lb

20c

FANCY LITTLE PIG PORK ROASTS,

lb

14c

bushel

90c

2 lbs

25c

WALDO COUNTY POTATOES,
SALTED DANDELIONS,
SALT MACKEREL,

lb

08c

HOME MADE SAUSAGE,

lb

16c

LARGE CANS SUPERBA TOMATOES,
Three Cans,
LARGE CANS SUPERBA PEACHES,
Three Cans,
SUPERBA REFUGEE BEANS,
can
Three Cans,
FIVE LB. BAG GRAHAM FLOUR,
LUCKY BREAKFAST FOOD,
5 lb bag

20c
50c
20c
55c
20c
50c
25c
45c

Good and Cheap.

C. & S. COFFEE,
GOOD OOLONG TEA,
GOOD ORANGE PEKOE TEA,

1 lb tins
lb
lb

J. A. JAMESON CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

28c
25c
35c

Christmas
Suggestions

TRICYCLES

CARTS
ROCKING CHAIRS
DOLL CARRIAGES

SKIS

GOV. WINTHROP DESKS

HIGH CHAIRS

SPINET DESKS

FANCY DROP LEAF TABLES
WINDSOR CHAIRS

if
if
if

if

TABLE AND CHAIR SETS

NURSERY CHAIRS

MAGAZINE RACKS

DESKS AND CHAIRS

CARD TABLES

PHILCO RADIOS

TELEPHONE STANDS

MAJESTIC RADIOS
TEDDY CARS

SMOKING STANDS

if

EASY CHAIRS

SMOKING CABINETS

CRIBS

FLOOR LAMPS
BRIDGE LAMPS

TABLE LAMPS
MEDICINE CABINETS

DAVENPORT TABLES

SEWING CABINETS

H. & B. ELECTRIC SWEEPERS

NOW
at the Old Home
283 Main Street

AUTOMOBILES

GOODS PURCHASED NOW, HELD FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

SLEDS
PICTURES

RUGS
S

%

Every-Other-Day
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary will elect
The newly elected officers of the
officers Wednesday night at Legion Auxiliary to Huntley-Hill Post,
lw.ll.
V.P.W., were installed Friday night
C JMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
------by Mrs. Hazel Cramp and Mrs.
Dec. 13—Ray Pierce, the singing artist
at Methodist Church.
Knox Lodge worked the initiatory nazej Martin of Portland. They are:
Dec. 13 — Washington — Ladles Guild
Christmas fair at Grange hall.
degree last night on Carol L. Board- President, Mrs. nances Grant;
Dec. 14—Rockport—Fred A. Norwood
W R C. Christmas fair Bt G. A. R. hall. man and he will take the first next senior vice president, Mrs. Helen
Dec. 14—Rockport—Christmas sale at Monday.
Johnson; Junior vice president.
the Baptist vestry.
Dec. 14—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Lora Boynton; chaplain, Alice Ben
Men s League. (Note change).
Members of Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F..
Dec. 14-15—Waldoboro—"The Deacon
son;
patriotic instructor, Mrs. Jose
Slips." presented at Medomak hall, bene are requested to meet at the hall
phine McKuslck; secretary, Mrs.
fit of Waldoboro Band.
Thursday
at
1
o'clock
for
the
purpose
Dec. 16—St. John Baptist Christmas
Myra Watts; treasurer, Mrs. Ida
fair, Thomaston.
thinning' of attending the funeral of their late
Dec. 18-21—Pruning and
Huntley. Refreshments were served
demonstrations In Knox and Lincoln
‘ 1 j brother, Prank F. Harding.
Counties.
.
after the installation.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Dec. 21 (4.40 p. m.)—Winter begins.
Dec. 22—Rubinstein Club guest eve-:
A turkey shoot will be held at th”
nlng. "The Music of Spain."
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Country Club Saturday from 1 to 4
Jan. 1—New Year's Day.
, , , , ,
...
Jan. 6—Naval Academy examinations ■ o clock for the benefit of the Club,
at Rockland postoiiice.
The shoot will be under the same

At the meeting of the Auxiliary of
the Sons of Union Veterans last week
lt was voted to hold the annual
Christmas party Wednesday eve
A Plea For the Salvation Army Is Made By George B.
ning, Dec. 20, for members and
Wood, Chairman Of the Local Advisory Committee
children, with the Grand Army vet
erans as special guests. There will ba
__ Courier-Gazette
when the membership of the Salva- a Christmas tree and the usual acEditor of The
Thc worker the Salvation Army ln'tion Army School was greater than | companylng festivities. At the card
any one of our churches.
party in the afternoon in charge of
Rockland is unique in its character ,
The headquarters organization of Mrs. Velma Marsh, Mrs. Mary Jordan
There is more need at this time than the Army has recently sent to Rock- and Mrs. Nellie Achorn won honors,
ever before for the continued work by land in the person of Enrign Thomas I Supper was in charge of Mrs. Gussle
every charitable organization which H. Har.d. a new commander of un- Chase, Mrs. Anne Alden and Mrs.
ministers to the unfortunate and the usually wide experience, and his Millie Coombs. Housekeepers for the
needy in the community. All are ecmir.j to Rcckland is most fortunate 1 supper of Dec. 20 will be Mrs. Carrie
worthy institutions, but the Salvation at this time. Ensign and Mrs. Hand Winchenbaugh and Mrs. Chase.
Army, along, has the experience and came directly to Rockland from a
the special training so necessary to field of much larger work in BrookWhen doing your Christmas shop
lcnd a helping hand to a certain class lyn. New York. Those of us who ping call at Gregory's Picture and
of humanity which, other organiza- have met and talked with Ensign Framing Shop, 406 Main St., over
tior.s often fail to find.
Hand and Mrs. Hand are convinced Crie Hardware Co. and see the comThe dormitory of the local Salva of their ability to conduct the work plete line of pictures, mottoes and
tion Army, With its 15 beds, is the of the Salvation Army in Rockland swing frames. Framing estimates;
only place where a homeless wanderer In a better and more efficient manner sladly given. Tel. 254 —adv.
•
in our community can find a welcome than the work has ever been con
shelter for tfie night.
ducted in the past. Their sincerity
The services conducted by the and earnestness of purpose is an ,
Salvation Army,
recently with inspiration to all who have met them ! jZ
The Salvation Army is very much I
crowded halls, give help and inspira
tion to a host of people in unfor- in need of the money necessary to J w
tur.ate circumstances, who would, conduct its work for the coming year. | W
rather be in a congregation where al'd we urge everyone who is able to
they can mingle with others of their do so to contribute to the budget $$
j own kind and circumstances.
fund when the solicitor calls during yj.1
One who looks in at the Sunday the coming week We urge all to drop
I School of the Salvation Army is con- some contribution, no matter how |
I vinced that the classes for children little, in the Salvation Army Christ- y
1 are typical of the unique and neces mas Fund for dinners, food and good
sary kind of work conducted by this cheer for the unfortunate at Christ
organization. There have been times mas time.
The Committee

HELP THIS WORTHY CAUSE

The high school basketball teams
of both sexes will swing into action
Wednesday night, playing two alum
ni teams. These annual contests
WEATHER
management, as the successful event
contain much more rivalry than one
The temperature me derated JuM held there Thanksgiving Day.
might think and when the bell rings
enough yesterday to make everybody
Frank H. Ingraham, whose law at 7.30 there will be continuous
feel extremely uncorr/ortahle this
offices
have been located in Farns action of the most vigorous sort.
morning when the thermometers
worth
block,
at 431 Main street, since All alumni girls who are interested
showed a zero reading. Slowly but
1914, will shortly locate in the offices In playing are asked to report in the
surely we are becoming convinced
formerly occupied by Kimball ano BJ'iri at 7 o'clock. Friday night the
that this early winter stuff is no Miles, at 414 Main street, over F. J. * Lawrence High School teams of Fairmyth. Strong west to northwest
field will be here, and will form one
Simonton & Co.'s.
winds are due to diminish tonight,
of the best drawing cards of the sea
and the "partly cloudy” sign is in the
The Forty Club is making am- son, particularly the girls game as
offing.
bitious plans for next Monday's the Lawrence High damsels won the
Christmas meeting with L. B. Cook State championship last, season, The
E. W. Gross is confined to the and Ben Dowling in charge. They battle of the baskets is on.
I
house by illness.
1 are given dictatorial powers and the
This is a busy season with Clare
■
! result will probably be a matter for
The annual
Porrtland's annual
automobile tj,e hjstorians to record. A Forty mont Commandery.
show will take place this year dur- club minstrel show is being pre- Christmas observance will be held on
ing the week of Ftb. 19-24.
pared for presentation early in Janu- Christmas Day at 12 noon. A fine
------.
ary under the able guidance of A1 program is being planned w ith Re\
Charles S. Small, Robert M Pack-j Rougier, Dr. Dana Newman was a i w- s- Rounds “s theprincipal
ard and Fred H. Smallwood are on a : guest at. yesterday's meeting.
| speaker, the music being fum.shed
hunting trip in Washington County
_____
by Golden Rod ' Chapter. The in
Chanukah, the Feast of Lights,
fora few days.
, Another accident was charged up ttallatdon will take place Jan. 8.
will be commemorated by Jews the
to the debit side of Sherer's Comer j Eminent Sir Alexander LaFleur, of
(North Main and Maverick street) j Portland is expected to function as [ world over, beginning tonight and
Members of Miriam Rebekah Lodge
continuing for eight days thereafter.
when a truck operated by installing officer. There will be sing- .
are to meet at Odd Fellows hall yesterday
J , , „ ,, J
u., ____ In the synagogue and Temple as well
Thursday at 1.30 to attend funeral Alfred Norris of Portland was in col- Ing by a male quartet and instru- as in the home the first candle will
services cf the late Frank F. Harding. lision with a coach driven by Edgar j meatal music by Ken White's orches- be kindled on the eight-branched
Brown of West Rockport. Norris was tra. After the installation there will
Chanukah candelabra, and each
Pales Circle meets tomorrow
freshments. Invitations are extend- i succeeding day will see another can
truck,
sustaining
cuts
and
bruises.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Susie
ed to the Aurora and Rockland lodges
lighted until at the end of the
Lamb. Picnic supper will be followed Sidney G. Andrews of West Reckport,
and to the Royal Arch Chapter to at-1 eight days, eight lighted candles will
who
was
riding
with
Brown,
received
by an evening card party.
a deep scalp wound and a severe tend, with ladies. Invitations are proclaim to the world the unsuccessalso extended to the Vinalhaven, Bel- ful attempt, to foist a pagan religion
This is the night of the boxing and shaking up as did Mr. Brown.
—
_
__________
fast and Camden Commanderies and and a foreign culture upon Israel,
wrestling show at the Legion hall.
New bargain basement now open at to the Chapter members of Thomas- Historically the Chanukah festival
Main wrestling bout—Alston MacHuston-Tuttle's. Cards, seals, wrap- I ton and Waldoboro. Rehearsals are commemorates the struggle for reFarland of Union vs. Ken Wiggin
ping paper and many other articles being held every Monday evening with ligious freedom carried on by the
of Rockland; main boxing bout,
low in price.
147-150 , drills by Capt. S. E. Willard in charge. Jews in ancient times under the
Tete Whittier of Rcckport vs. Ted
Libby of Thomaston. A good show
from top to bottom.
A meeting of the general commit
tee and entertainment committee of
the Woman’s Association has been
called for Wednesday afternoon at
3 at the Congregational vestry. At. 4
the monthly meeting of the Associa
tion takes place, and at 615 circle ♦
supper in charge of Mrs. Cleveland
Sleeper.

The Christmas Store
For MenI’s Gifts
♦

BURPEE & LAMB

ROBES

TIES
It has been a slogan amongst Shoppers for
many years—

++4-S-F4'+4-+4"5-*++++++4-+*

Incidentally the Hathaway Company is the oldest in America, and a
Maine product.

Other Rayon and Rayon and Wool

______________ 35c______________
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The Best Dressed Men Wear Hathaways.

figures and silk stripes. Collar attached.

$1.50

This year we offer as a Special—

“Persian Design” Ties

Hundreds of other ties in rich colors and
beautiful stripes and figures, thai will suit
the most particular man.

PAJAMAS

50c, $1.00, $1.50

Philip Jones Broadcloth, two-tone, plain col
ors and ehecks; styles, slip-on, button, tuxedo.

Every Tie in a Christmas Box

$1.00, $1.50, $1.95
Sealpak Pajamas
White Broadcloth, satin trim, $2.50
Col. Broadcloth, velvet trim, $3.00

With separate or attached buckle, in a Gift
Box that can be used for Cigarette Box or
Ash Tray.

Next Door To

Burpee Furniture Co.

BUY USEFUL GIFTS

Hathaway Shirts
This year's patterns are more beautiful and
exclusive than ever. Percales, Madras and
Broadcloth.
Neckband, eoilar attached.
Plain coiors in Broadcloth, blue, tan and
white.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ $1.95_ _ _ _ _ _ _

BELTS
75c to $2.50

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Fur Lined Gloves
$3.95

&

if

ft if

if

ft if

SWEATERS
Turtle Neck style in white, blue and tan.
Crew Neck, Button Front and V Neck

$3.00 to $7.50
WOOL JACKETS

ft
ft
ft

if
if
if
if
if
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if
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Boys’, $4.00. Men’s, $5.00 <» g
SUSPENDERS
||
A needful item to every man's wardrobe. The
line this year is most complete

JW

50c to $1.50 _ _ _ ‘5 g
A Gift Suggestion
FOR THE YOUNG MAN
White Rayon Shirt, athletic. Colored Broadcloth short, velvet trim

BURPEE & LAMB
—The Store For Men Where Women Like To Shop—

$1.75 per set

x

Next Door To

Foley’s Restaurant
BUY USEFUL GIFTS
148&151

“MOTHER’S
LITTLE
HELPER”
Keeps the Children Both Busy and
Helpful

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

if

The most popular coat of the season, with
the Zipper

$4.95

>*

a

Single Handkerchiefs,
25c
Two Handkerchiefs, boxed,
50c
Three Handkerchiefs, boxed, $1.00 ft

Designed with a beautiful blending of rich
colorings, to make the Itit of 193” in Smart
Neckwear.

Each packed in a handsome

Christmas Box

$1.25 to $5.00
___________________
Kg
HANDKERCHIEFS Kg
The
K g

65c and $1.00

50c pair

if

•

Hathaway stripes with two collars to match.

MUFFLERS

SPECIAL

EXINGTON, MASS., reports
Ray Pierce and Company, ex- ft.
erptional Entertainers. At the
I METHODIST CHURCH. WEDInESDAY, DEC. 13.

>;• <•

Hathaway stripes with collar attached.

GLOVES

Pure Silk, Black, Blue, Tan, Gray

DIED

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Georgia Bowes
Cramer, who passed away. Dec 12. 1930.
You are not forgotten, loved one.
Nor will you ever be:
As long as life and memory last.
We will remember thee
We miss you now. ouj hearts are sore.
As time goes by we miss you more.
Your loving smile, your gentle face.
No one can Oil that vacant place.
Never to be forgotten by her Husband.
Children and Sister.

Hathaway solid color Broadcloths with collar Attached.

A most useful gift for any man. Pigskin.
Mocha, and tape; lined and unlined. For
bovs as well as men.

HOSIERY

now extended to 53. More detailed
information may be obtained from
either Mrs. Sargent or at the postoffice.

$1.95

Hathaway collars fit better,

$4.50 to $10.00

Fancy Wool, neat patterns, 50c, 75c
In attractive Xmas box, 2 pair $1.

Mrs. Lena K. Sargent, principal of
R.C.C., reports that there Is to be
civil service examination for ealeulating machine operators, the age

2?

The Christmas Store
For Men’s Gifts

Xmas Boxed with Greeting I ard

$1.00 to $3.00

BORN

CIGARS AND CIGARETTES

Made in Waterville, Maine

BEST WON SHIRTS
FOR MEN
— designs of neat K
A Pre-Shrunk Broadcloth,

"Have You Seen the Beautiful Tics
at Burpee & Lamb's”

w

HATHAWAY SHIRTS

The'Ladies Aid of the Methodist
Church meets tomorrow at 2.30 to
tack a quilt. The monthly business
meeting at 4.30 will be followed by
circle supper at 6. A sale of Christ
mas articles will be conducted in
connection with the supper, and in
the evening at 8, Ray Pierce, singing crayon artist, will present an entertainment. Mr. Pierce will have
, his company with him. and will give
j a program designed to please every1 one.

MEN
and BOYS

An Ideal Gift to match his overcoat. Silk,
in the popular Reefer Shape. Plain colors
and beautiful Persian designs.

CONANT -At Warren. Dec 11. to Mr and
Mrs Charles H. Conant, a daughter.
Nettle Hanson.
CROSS—At Rockland Dec 8, to Mr and
Mrs. Edward Cross, a son. Justin I
Allen.

Attractively Packed

) El,TIES. FAVORS. ENGLISH PLUM PUDDING. FRUIT CAKE M
STUFFED FR1 ITS. FIGS, DATES, NUTS, RAISINS

Hathaways are cut fuller,

Every man is in need of one. For lounging
in the evening. or to slip on rold mornings
Flannels, Rayons and Silks. With and with
out Slippers. Rich colors, and unusual de
signs.
•

This year we are featuring the "Monito”
Brand.

g

Whitman’s, Page & Shaw’s
Madelno’s
m
Madelon’s
W
Our Own
if
Freshly Salted Nuts

You couldn't give a man anything finer than

"THE STORE FOR MEN WHERE WOMEN LIKE TO SHOP

An amazing offer on radio tubes U i
now being made by House-Sherman, |,
Inc., 422 Main street, Rockland, 1
which closes Dec. 16. Think of a '
regular 60 cent type .01A tube for
39 cents or a regular 75 cent, type 45
for only 49 cents. Other types at
similar low prices. All sales cash.
No free installing on these “less than
cost" prices. Call at once and get
your tubes.
146-149

HENDERSON—At Worcester. Mass.. Dec.
9. Mrs. Alice Watts Henderson aged
71 years. 3 months. Burial In Thom
aston.
HARDING—At Rockland. Dec. 11. Frank '
F. Harding, aged 64 vea's li months.
5 days. Funeral at St. Peter's Eplsco- 1
pal Church Thursday at 2 o'clock.
HAYDEN—At Portland. Dec. 8. Almeda .
S wife of Seymour A Hayden of Wlnnegance. Interment at East Union.
COLLINS—At Belmont. Mass.. Annie J.
(Meservey), widow of James P Col
lins. native of Port Clyde, aged 70
years.
MOODY—At Union. Dec. 11. Nettle A
Moody, aged 82 years, 8 months. 27
days
Funeral Thursday at 1 o'clock
at the M. E Church. Union.
RIVERS—At Rockland. Dec. 7. Nancy J .
widow of Hiram J. Rivers, aged 79
years. 11 months. 12 days.

leadership of the Maccabees against
the Syrians. It commemorates also ]
a brief, but proud era in the life cf
the Jewish people as a nation.

This is the Year when Useful Gifts are most appropriate. Something to wear is al
ways desirable Men and Young Men, as well as Boys, will like these Gifts, for they
will reflect your good taste as they do our reputation for selling the Best of Every
thing.

The senior choir of St. Peter's1
Church is sponsoring a ,three-act
comedy drama "The Real Patsy” in
the Undercroft Thursday evening at I
8.15. In the cast will be Louise Mc
Intosh. Wilma Ainsworth. Beatrice j
Haynes, Gertrude Phillips, Margery;
Hawkes, Mary Dir.smore, Jennie Has- i
kell. Mary and Margaret Buttomer.

“CARINI’S”
£
GIFT SUGGESTIONS
g
^CANDIES OF PRESTIGE AND DISTINCTION;^
CHRISTMAS GIFT BASKETS
g

g

®hr (Christmas Store

Suggests

Christmas Gifts

Funeral services for Mrs. Nancy J.
Rivers, 79. who died Thursday at her
home in this city, were held Sunday
from the Bowes & Crozier parlors.
Rev. Mr. Staples of the Pentecostal
Mission officiated. The bearers were
Percy Reynolds, Edward Curtis, Dean
Cross and Mr. Rackliff. Interment
was in Sea View cemetery.

•
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A Vacuum Cleaner
for the Children
that actually cleans!
A toy never before offered in Knox
County—Apex toy electric vacuum
cleaner, pictured here; is equipped
with an electric motor and operates
just like its big brother—the fa
mous Apex electric vacuum cleaner

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

if

A PRACTICAL GIFT
Sp< -.ilications—110 volts, 1-20 h. p.. height
32", width of nozzle 7”, length of cord 10’.
friction revolving brush, shockproof—Motor
fully in ulated, 100 per cent safety,

A. C. McLoon & Co.
503 Main Street,

Rockland, Me.

Visit Our Showroom for Practical Gifts such
as Frigidaires, Washing Machines. Vacuum
Cleaners, Oil Burners, Radios. Etc.

3,S)3)l49)a(:(%%SiS)9)Si9)3ri%%Si»Si%3)>)Sd)96»d>dh>)%%9)%>)3)>)%
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HAPPY HOPE FARM

An Adventure With a Tramp
—Deer Season Over, Safe
To Venture Out Now

Ahead

9'

CHILD

/and the school
iOOR

Nt»

B, D, ALLEN G UtELANt)
Dnettoe, Phjntel eed Health PJt.Jiioe
/aio Stele Dtgarimni of Psbltt I a Hredict

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE |
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M

5

6

7
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Yes, we are still living on the farm,
12
d 13
T
and as quite a number of friends
The Undernourished Child
lb
H
IS
17 18
have expressed a desire to again set
The undernourished or malnour
\
the' Happy Hope Farm letters in
2.0
ished child does not always present
21
19
print, we are now seated with pen in a typical picture. I mean that he
-OTAL production of shoes
LWI
hand trying to concentrate our does not match a standard. Take
i
ZT i Zh
2-7
i
thoughts. In another room Edgar
two known cases
creased approximately 30%
29
30
31
is playing an old war song on the
and we may find
between April and September ot this year. . . . Employment
phonograph. It is supposed to b? a
marked differences
w 3H
in the Shoe and Leathei Industry is estimated to have in
32.
33
soldier singing to his French sweet
in their signs and
creased from 20% to 25% due to the operation of the Indus*
symptoms. That is
heart about her eyes making him
35
try’s permanent code. . . Operation of the Tanners' code is
why, in the article
feel so spoony, or loony. I should
expected to increase payrolls by §8,000,000 annually Exports
of last week, I
i
wo 9f 92
39
Judge the latMr more closely exof shoes increased 29,000 pair* from July to September.
,
I36 *7 38
stressed the neces
li
pre see the singer's feeling?, iEdgar,
MW
96
r
sity of taking a child
it's time to mtik the cow!")
0
to
the
physician.
New the boy has departed for the
49
50
9b
97
It may help you, however, to
barn to keep his evening appoint
know some of the common signs.
6Z
ffl
53
59
ment with Pansy, the Jersey who took
If they are present, let your doc
the place of old Brindy. There seem? tor decide the meaning. There is
56
>6
39
>/
to be a bond of affection between the usually evidence of fatigue. The
Jersey and her youthful caretaker, child tires easily, and ha looks
\bO bi
82
63
•
as she gives more milk for him than tired. Frequently he shows no In
for her master. And such nice, clination to play, a condition that
65i»d
is unnatural to most children. On
creamy milk!
We had a little girl with us through the other hand, you will find cases
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-Throws
47- To vex
14-Passageway
the summer and had the privilege of that never seem to tire. But in
6-An item in one's
48- Burst (Scot.)
18-Mountains in
guiding her first baby steps She was stead of normal, healthful activity,
property
50- A windstorm
South America
like a bit of sunshine brightening our we see nervous fidgeting and cease
11— Old musical
51- Answer (abbr.)
20-Back of the neck
less,
meaningless
movement
Pos

52- Rubbers
instrument
home and when she left us in Sep
22- Showing timidity
ture is often poor in both types.
12- Glistens
54-Wire measure
23- Foundation
tember to join her mother, we sure
14- Near
56-A liquid measure
25-A Roman comic poet
The muscles feel soft and stringy,
ly
missed
her.
15- An American editor
(abbr.)
ERYWIIERE business is
27-Oefending
instead of being firm and elastic.
• • • •
16- Fine rock particles 56-Girl's name
29-Cireles
f stepping ahead ... in sales,
Did I tell you of my adventure The eyes are dull, lustreless; often
17- Father (short)
57-Narrow twilled
31-Combining form.
there are pouches or rings beneath
in volume, in management, in
19-An atom bearing an
fabric
Feather
with a tramp? We re not often both
them.
39-Man's name (short) 33-Nights (abbr.)
electric charge
spirit and confidence. There
ered with these undesirables. One
21-Levers
tiO-Proeeeded with
34-Station (abbr.)
As a rule, the malnourished
are unmistakable signs of recov
has called at the door twice, sort, of
23- Good (Fr.)
long steps
36-Narrow strip of
child doesn’t sleep or rest well. He
24- Narrow strip of
62-Said
leather
ery; of sound, continued im
an annual caller, as he comes once may be irritable, easily disturbed
wood
64-Boxes
JF-Contaminatee
a
year
in
midsummer.
At
his
first
provement.
We
’
ve
stepped
out
Certainly!
by trifles, hard to get along with.
2C-Earth (Fr.)
55-The natural fat
23-Wrongs
aopearar.cg I answered his knock ‘.t The appetite is fickle. Food is
27- Guard
of the old order of things, and
40- A country of Asia
VERTICAL
28- One afflicted with a
41- Pertaining to Eolus
the door. Off came his hat. "How do. picked instead of enjoyed. Don’t
Things are Better
are glad of it. It's certainly
1-Clerk of the Peace
dread disease
42- A short line bearing
ma'am!
These
here"
—
indicating
a
be
guided
too
much
by
weight
or
many a step ahead when we
(abbr.)
30-Scries
a fish hook
bag he carried—"is some flfhes I height.
These are not reliable
31-f.1ixture of fiour and 2-Hcip
44- Exchanges
eliminate the sweat shop and
New York City reports 400,000
standards.
3Break
suddenly
water
caught in the pond. Can ye give me
45- Blood sucking fly of
re-employed.
child-labor; shorten hours and increase wages. And every en
4- Dogma
32- A chemical to
Africa
some pertaties and salt, to go with
Dr. Ireland will write more about
5Asserte
ccr.tract the pupil
43- Newly married
couraging sign or improvement in business can be traced to your
these here fishes, ma'am?" Needless malnutrition in Aw tuzt article.
6- Affirm
cf the eye
woman
Meat Packing industry report?
buying — no matter what the business or product — your buying
to say I couldn't refuse such polite■ ■ —
7- Porticn
34- Special weight
49-Gnares.
17% increase in employment
S-Wrongs
,52-Man's name
35-Giv:n in charge
is doing its part — steel rails or cotton dresses, refrigerator cars
and 17% increase in payrolls.
ness, and sent him away rejoicing is "What shall we give?" Through
9-Terminate
33- lrritatce
53-Spsck
or silk hosiery — every purchase of yours is directly related to
with a generous gift of "pertaties." all the hurry and joy of the Christ IC-Tellurium (abbr.)
39-Asc:nds
56-Epoch
and
salt
enough
for
the
"fishes,"
too
mas
season,
may
we
not
forget
the
the great cycle of business, industry, and you. Such progress
43- Treats with talc
11-An ecclesiastical
□J-Piece out
Combined earnings of 89 indus
44- Small child
vestment (pi.)
61-Tierce (abbr.)
One day this fall. I was working greatest Oift. He who was the Babe
trial companies for nine months'
insures your security.
13-Ath!etic games
46-A vegetable
53-Compareti/c suffix
period were $191,000,000 com
about the kitchen, finding even light of Bethlehem.
pared with $71,651,000 in the
Savage.
Nancy
M.
tasks difficult, because an attack of
(Solution to Previous Puzzle I
same period last vear, a gain
Waldoboro, R F.D. 3
influenza had left me but little
of 164.4%.
T’
J
aTs S E
strength. Glancing out the window,
a;r
I
HOME-AG.-FAX
WALDOBORO
an exclamation of fear escaped my
Between October 1 and 16, to
5 1 GIN
lips for ^here. shuffling along the
♦
*1
tal of 15,318,400 money orderMrs. A. H Hammond of Freeport.
were railed for compared w ith
road, was one of the ugliest appear
jg
dt
10.499.000 for same period last
L. I., is in town, called by the illness
ing specimens of the hobo tribe I
year. An increase of 60% over
Old
apple
trees
make
good
fire

of Mrs. Jennie Hall.
had even seen!
-ame period in 1929 which was
wood.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Carroll
T.
Cooney
ot
peak year.
n m
I hurried to bolt the doors, as Mr.
Brooklyn N. Y.. passed the weekend
The valoe of farm manure ngay be
g ' AT
S. had gone to Warren and I was with Mrs. J. J. Cooney.
doubled by supplementing each load
Bi i V
alor.e.
Going
to
the
window,
I
saw
Mrs. H. K. Crowell U visiting her of it with 50 pounds of superphosLooks Like
ELL
Representative Women's Organizations and Women Civic Leaders
t.he tramp turn and come back sister hi Beachmonl. Mass.
DfcpelPlelsTT
1 phate.
RECOVERY TO US
Organized to Present FACTS of Business, Industry and Products
toward the house. Stopping at an
lSlTlAlL E
At
the
regular
meeting
of
Good
speaking
about
migrating
champii fellow Con umera to show “Hou Their Buying is Doing its Part Touard Recovery”
1
' '/.’hTUl
apple tree he stuffed his pockets Luck Rebekah Lodge there were 21 ons amcag birds—the Arctic tern
iiSZ.
with the best apples, then turned to members present. Homemade candy ,ummers near the North Pole and
go toward the chicken house. I was served after the meeting and a winters near the South Pole. 11000
couldn't let him have any of our j social hour enjoyed.
miles away.
services
also
returned
Saturday
to
«■
poultry without a protest, so I caught
Miss Mary Castncr is visiting in
ROCKPORT
Over 300 Maine towns will hold
Orono. While in town they were
GORHAM NORMAL I up the gun. loaded it and went to Worcester Mass
meetings during December and Janu
Mrs. Veda Brcwn has rented the guests of their aunt, Mrs Josephine
I the door. The tramp had stopped at Ronald K. Somes was in Boston ary to study tax information which
rzz
(By Edna Delaney)
Minnie Weed apartment,on Limerock Bohndell.
| the garden and was helping himself -ast week and attended the meeting will be presented by the Extension
El
The Weidman Class will meet this
street and will soon occupy it for the
m m ——i—
m
to vegetables.
of the New England Ford Dealers and Service.
t
deratet os
evening
at
the
Methodist
vestry.
winter
The annual bazaar of the YWCA
• • • .
salesmen at the Hotel Statler.
Since 1840 this Arm has faithfully
H.
B
Taylor.
Westfield.
Aroostook
Despite the bad storm Wednesday
,
Unbolting the door I lifted the ’ At the special Im meeting held
served the families of Knox County
Dr. Granville Shibles of Westfcrook
was held recently, in tlie form of a
. ,,
, t
.
gun with shaking hands and bade Thursday evening in Medomak Ccunty, used magnesium on a portion
LADY ATTENDANT
was in town Friday to attend the the Cnristmas sale held in the after
of
a
field
p,anted
to
Cobbler
potatoes
Day Telephone 450—781-1
iuncral of his uncle. Edgar P Shibles. noon at the Methodist vestry by the coun.i i.ur with many gaily deco- tj,e intruder to depart or I would Athletic hall It was voted to accept
last spring. Where no magnesium
Mr and Mrs. R. H. Bryant of Orono Ladies' Aid netted a satisfactory sum. rated bootlis for the sa.e of various shoot. Dropping a handful of vegc- the land given by the Congregational
BURPEE’S
A
public
supper
was
served
from
articles. An entertainment was pre- | tables into a bag he turned and came Church as a site for the new school was used, he harvested 65 barrels per
were in town Sunday visiting her
ROCKLAND,
ME.
acre.
Where
magncs'um
was
used,
THINK OF ITI Only $2-50
sented Altha Renell was in charge of toward the door, gesticulating and building, and to erect the building.
sister Mrs. NeUie Ballard On their 5 30 to 7.
On Wednesday evening the John the entertainment which consisted ol saying something in a foreign Ian- Dr George H. Coombs acted as mod 125 barrels per acre - ,ere harvested.
o day single .... and $4.00 return they were accompanied by her
double for this smart centrally i mother Mrs. Lillian Perkins who has son Society will hold its regular meet acrobatic dancing by Hilda Sqott; guage. Then he waved his hands erator and Richard J. Libby of the
folk dancing by a group cf junior and cried in English. “Shoot, mum. State Department of Education ex- I
. been at the Ballard home the past ing at the vestry.
located hotel
plained the project. The new school
girls; Margaret Perkins as a bUnd shoot!
' two weeks.
FLORIDA
Edgar P. Shibles
I had never shot at a human being bullding
fiU a long-felt need in
singer and Arthur Norgaard who
Mrs. Albert Adams, who has been
MIAMI
’S
Funeral services for Edgar P sang cowooy songs.
a surgical patient at Knox Hospital
and had no intention of doing more the town as the present one was be
Ideal
Resort
Hotel
coming
inadequate
for
modern
but what rooms they are I ’ the past two weeks returned home Shibles who died Wednesday were
* * ’ "
j than frighten the man away. My
Convenient to all points ot interest—Modem in every__ ,.
methods.
Saturday and is making satisfactory held Friday from the Rockport Bap
At the meeting of the Poetry Club heart was beating so fast I felt faint
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-flexjr porches, which
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, ea ch with i progress toward recovery
Miss Susan E. Ludwig, long a be
surround the hotel
Manv rooms with private balconies.
tist Church and were largely attend Lcuis B Woodward, teacher of and was afraid I would collapse and loved teacher in the public schools,
private bath, shower, radio, circu | A very
appreciative audience
Ethics, gave a talk on "The Writing j be at his mercy. So 1 again bolted
ed. Rev. G. F Currier was the offi
lating ice water and many other listened to the excellent program pre
of Poetry
Among thote present the dcor and watched from the observed her 83d birthday at the
ciating
clergyman.
Burial
was
in
the
sented
at
Town
hall
Friday
evening
were
Katharine
True of Hope and ' ^ty of the hall. The tramp went
BllSS
features you’ll be happy about
She received many gifts and
by the combined Camden and Rock family lot in Amesbury Hill cemetery. Helen S'one of Camden.
back to the garden, then shuffled
the day was made happy by calls
port orchestras of 48 pieces, under the The bearers were O P Jackson. Al
down into the road. I saw an auto from her friends
direction of Clarence Fish. Among bert Carroll. Capt. George Lane and
Mervin Shaln presided at the meet- j coming and tried to hall the driver,
At a 'shower" given Miss Elizathe numbers deserving of special
William Whitney. There were many ing of the Alpha Lambda Beta but he did not hear. Would Mr. 8. t>eth WestOn. who has recently beBooklet
mention were flute solo by Helen
June to
Corner Second Street
fraternity held recently.
Earle never come? and there-horrors, the come engaged the engagement of
October
on
Thorndike; saxophone solo, Steward beautiful floral offerings, silent Achorn of Rockport is a member.
■
and First Avense
Hotel
tramp was coming back into the gar- Miss Lois Hagerman to Charles
Application
Rhodes; violin solo, Ruth Damery; tributes of love and respect.
MODERATE RATES
Maselynn
den!
His
dark,
bewhiskered
face
Oodsue
of
Milo
was
announced,
51st STREET trumpet solo, Leroy Moon and trum
Mr. Shibles was born in Rockport
Stamford
Miss Lydia Jencks, librarian is of looked sinister, indeed.
During the evening bridge was enAT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK pet duet, Leroy Moon and Norman July 15. 1858, son of Joseph and Har fering a course in Library Science to
Seeing
another
car
coming
I
ran
,
joyed,
four
tables
being
in
plav.
and
Marriner. The orchestra selections
SOY MOULTON
riet Paul Shibles and had lived prac the boys of the Industrial Arts Course out, gun in hand, and literally held ice cream, cake and fancy cookies
were also greatly enjoyed. Following
Cxeeufrre Vic»-Pre». and Managing Dir
who would not otherwise have this it up. It proved to be a neighbor and were served. The guests were Mrs.
the entertainment a social and dance tically his entire lifetime in the house training.
WRITE
FOB OeSCRIBTIVE tOOKLlt
his wife, but he was convalescing, Philip Corey of Damariscotta. Miss
were held with music by The Rollick- in which he was born He attended
• • • •
from serious illness and physically Eleanor Bird of Rockland, who was
ers, 6 pieces. Miss Ruth Miller and the public schools in town and after
The Eoys G'.ee Club met to practice unable to cope with the intruder Miss Hagerman’s house guest, Mrs.
Miss Freda Burkett acted as accom ward learned the carpenter trade. In
carols fcr the Christmas Concert, But the tramp was not aware of that J°hn Grant. Mrs. Edgar Winchenpanists for the evening.
1889 he was married to Harriet Au
Charles Marston was taken to gusta Spear, who survives him. Of which w.ll be given by the combined fact and went back into the road bach' l^rs Foster Jameson. Mrs. An’ Community Hospital Saturday as a this union three children were born. Glee Clibs of the school next week. saying. “I'm going, mum, I'm going." i drew Currie. Mrs. Austin WinchenWendall Blanchard, Mrs.
Lpneunionia patient. The latest re Lester H.. of Orono, organizer and The clubs will also send out a group It was with great relief that I saw bac!l
of
caroilers
through
the
town
of
Gor

Mr.
8.
drive
into
the
yard
soon
after,
j
Madehne
Kane,
Mrs John Redman,
North Station
ports are that his condition is not leader of the State 4-H Clubs; Ma
ham the night of Dec. 21. Members and about a half hour later he saw ‘
BOSTON
Hamlin
Scofield.
Mrs. Harold
considered serious.
rieta. French instructor in the schools
, en- Rtrs- Kenneth Weston, Mrs.
' Mrs Louise Holbrook entertained of Mt. Vernon. N. Y.; and Stanley of the Girls Glie Club who will sing the tramp come out of the woods
Include Mary Stockbridge. Rockland; and depart down the railroad track.
<?*Sej a"’ 11,1:1 Miis We^ton.
the Saturday Night Club at her home Shibles of Glastonbury, Conn. Other
and Helen Stone.
on Mechanic street.
near
surviving
relatives
are
a
sister
the
bag
of
vegetables
over
his
ROOMS
• • • •
There was a large attendance of Mrs Josephine Bohndell of Rockport,
shoulder.
BEACON STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
W,it BATH
The weekly Camp Fire meeting
mmbers at tile meeting of the Twen and three grandchildren.
We are glad that the open season
tieth Century Club Friday afternoon
Mr. Shibles was for many years a decided to appoint a committee of two jor (jeer over, so we can again venat the home of Mrs. Kate Dunbar. member of the Rockport Baptist to canvass the dormitories for new ture into the woods without fear of
Interesting papers were presented by Church and at the time of his death members and to have these new mem being shot. I find it good exercise
S|?°
Located on Beacon
Mrs. Alice Gardner on "Land Foot was one of its deacons. He had also bers attend the next meeting. All to chop small trees while Mr. S. cuts
Hill next to the
U EXTRA. PERSON prints" and by Mrs. Annie Hodgman served as superintendent of the Sun the members who have learned the
State House
the larger ones.
Once I chopped
on “Agents of the Secret Service." day School and was a member and Camp Fire law will be allowed to down a small birch and hearing Mr.
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM After the business session and current one of the organizers of the Men's do spatter printing and card making S. indignantly protesting, “What the
events given by the members the Choir. His greatest enjoyment out at the next meeting. Mildred Turner deuce do you think you're doing?"
Parcel Delivery
meeting adjournedi to meet next side of his home life was derived from of Jofferson attended.
turned
to
find
his
reproachful
coun

Ixecuftv* Office
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
Friday at the home of Mrs. F. F. his activities in the church where he :----------------------------Family Washings
tenance gazing at me from the
HOTEL MANGIR
and shopping centers
Fowle.
will
be
greatly
missed.
About
two
north station, bostow
Called For and Delivered
bushy top of my birch tree. I had
months
ago,
following
a
severe
illness
Miss
Marieta
Shibles
and
Stanley
Rl«a>«
------- (•topnlll»« C«rrf»
felled it on his shoulders! but being!
S'.ublcs who accompanied the remains he and Mrs. Shibles went to Mt Ver
for v»e by friend! nod myself. He
It's amazing how this tormentiaf
such a small tree it did him no harm.
‘ f their father, Edgar P. Shibles, here non to spend the winter with their
obligation.
trouble—wherever it occurs—
Well, I think it's time to say good
' returned Saturday, the former to Mt. daughter and it was in a hospital
yields to soothing
M
Rooms without hath, $2.00
up; with bath, $3.00 up
bye
until another time. I suppose
Tel. 106-R
Vernon. N. Y., and the latter to Glas- there that the end came on Dec. 6,
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
Christmas occupies your thoughts,
, tonbury, Conn. Another son, Lester following an illness of ten days' dura
as it does ours. The pressing question
, Shibles who was here for the funeral tion.
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CONSUMERS' COUNCIL
of

New Encland

COMPLETE

FUNERALS
M6
€

1OOO ROOMS

HOTEL

&H§SSi

GRALYNN

MANGER
HOTEL

May We Suggest—

500

HOTEL BELLEVUE

RFADTHE ADS

50

Light Trucking

STOP ITCHING

Walter Dorgan

isiasM

Resinol

New Lower Rates
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Every-Other-Day

Man Finds Best
Way to End His
Meanest Cough

Page Fi'vi "

LIMEROCK POMONA
Nathan

B.

Hopkins

Will

Serve As Master Coming
Year—1 he Program

Llmerock Valley Pomona Orange
held its annual meeting Saturday
with Penobscot View. The day was
fine and a large number were pres
ent when Master Nathan Hopkins
sounded the gavel at 2 p. m. These
officer were elected: Master, Nathan
*
E. Hopkins; overseer, Norman R
Crockett; lecturer. Mrs. LuoiaS. Hop
kins; steward. John A. Thomas; as- ,
sista.it. steward, Ciiarles L. Oregory;
chaplain, Mrs. Eunice Morse; treas
UNION
urer, Fiank E. Post; secretary, Scott
A Chris.mas program will ba pa A. Rackliff; gate keeper. Edward i-.I
tented by the children of the grad? To'.man; Cere-, Mrs Martha Gross;
schools In the High School gymna Pomona, Miss Leola Robinson;
Flora, Mr . Mildred Sprague; lady
sium Friday afternoon.
Dwight Cummings has bean assistant steward. Miss Helen Merry:
thre.hing beans in Union and Ap executive ccmmittee for three years.
Herbert N. Brazier.
pleton
Jesse A. Telman who for the past
Mr. and Mrs A. C. Heald have
two
years has been a committee of j
purchased the Alonzo Butler plage
and their many friends are glad to one to keep in touch with the milk
and dairy situation in Maine and
welcome them back to Union.
New England made a brief report o!
Mr. and Mrs. Rich and four chil
the conditions at the pre. ent time
dren of Searsport have moved into
stating that the Maine Orange
the house of Herbert Messer. Mr.
would not be under any expense 'n I
Rich is taking the position formerly
regard to this matter as the agricul-1
held by Fred Shuman with the Cen
tural department, is to take care of
tral Maine Power Co.
it.
There will • be meetings of the
Brothers Heistad, Bagley and
Legion and Auxiliary Tuesday eve Blackington and Sister Graham gavning. There will be degree work for talks on the planting of live Christ
the Auxiliary. A social hour will mas trees. Vocal solos were given byfollow.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Anderson.'
Next Friday evening CHS. boys with Mrs. Nellie Hall a’, the piano.
and girls play the basketball teams Miss Florence Dean pleased every
of Searsport High.
body with her readings, and Mrs.
Orient Chapter. OE.8 , will have Emma Harvie's orchestra furnished
a Christmas tree with 10 cent gifts delightful music. Mrs. Grace Rol
to be brought and exchanged bi- lins made all feel at ease by offering
members Friday evening.
opportunity for a good laugh.
Hans Heistad sang two vocal solos
The American Legion will have a
dance Wednesday evening with without accompaniment, and Nor
man Crockett sang, with piano
music by Woodcock's orchestra.
accompaniment
by Miss Helen
Seven Tree Orange members are
Merry,
who
also
played
a piano solo.
selling Christmas cards to assist Vi
raising money fcr taxes. All willing Jack Thomas was heard In a char
to help will notify either Aubyne acter song. "The Cowboy." Lizzre
Hawes, Inez Cameron or Olive Bur Smith read. "Our Presidents up to
date.' A tableau was presented by
gess.
members of Megunticook Grange.
Children's Night will be observed
Master Hopkins gave a report of
at the American Legion rooms Sat
the session of the State Grange, to
urday evening. All ex-service men
which he and Mrs. Hopkins were
with their wives and children are
delegates.
cordially invited. There will be a
Visitors were present from other
Christmas tree and refreshments fur
Granges including Westbrook and
nished by the Legion and Auxiliary.
Knox Pomona. The next session will
All those who can come are requested
be held in Camden, Jan. 13. a dayto furnish a 10 cent gift suitable for
meeting beginning at 10. Installation
the children they bring. There will
of officers will take place in con
be a Christmas program consisting of
junction with those of Megunticook
readings by Mrs. Ruby Miller and
Grange.
songs and recitations by the chil
The meeting closed with the gen
dren; also the singing of Christmas
eral feeling that it had been a daycarols, followed by games for the
well spent—the 223d regular meeting
children.
and the 22d annual meeting of Limerock Valley Pomona Grange.
MRS. ALMEDA S. HAYDEN
C. E. Gregory.

IT TAKES HEALTHY NERVES

The meanest ano most stubborn couph
is one that comes with a cold, and which
tickles your throat and robs you of your
night's sleep, because even good cough
medicines seem unable to stop it.
Just try this- Drop Johnson’s Anodyfte
Liniment into a teaapoonful of sugar until
saturated, and allow it to na?lt in your
mouth until dissolved. Let it trickle down
your throat and see how it soothes those
irritated, inttamca membranes and stops
the tickle and courh. too.
This old time medicine beats them all. It
is as effective today as it was when ,a
wise old physician originated it in lhlO.
Give it a thorough trial. I.ib r: I bottle of
Johnsen's Anodyne Liniment costs only 85*/
at your dru*: or »»»•• cry store, end tl-ret
timcj a 4 much, only tJf. Get it tonight
and sleep.

Mrs. Almeda S. Hayden, wife of
GLENCOVE
Seymour A. Hayden, died Thursday
morning at the Maine General Hospi
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Merrill and
tal. Portland. She was the daughter son Lendcll were in Skow-hegan re
of the late Daniel Oould. Jr., ana cently.
Herbert Butier has finished his
Hanr.ah Jones Oould. both of Union.
duties
driving Ralph Jewell's truck
Mrs. Hayden was educated in the
Union schools and had resided m betyeen Rockland and Portland, and
Winnegance since her marriage. She Lewis Wincapaw is now filling that
was a member of the Wtnr.egance position.
Baptist Church and showed her Mr and Mrs. Malcolm Humphrey
Christian spirit by always helping and daughter Carlene returned Wedothers and living by the Oolden Rule • ne-day from Lowell, Mass.
She is survived by her husband; one Mason Merrill is employed at
sister. Mrs. Grace M. Buker of Farm Leman Oxton's. West Rockport.
ington Falls; one brother. Oscar F. Penotxcof View Grange entertained
Oould of Thomaston, and several Limercck Valley Pomona e Grange
nieces, nephews and cousins.
Saturday. This was the annual
The funeral services were conduct meeting, which has been held with
ed at the Arthur F. Mayo funeral this grange for many years. Officers
residence at Bath. Rev. Charles R were elected, and a large number
Simms officiated, reading two beauti weie present both afternoon and
ful poems "Some Time At Eve" and evening.
"When I Have Crossed the Bar." The
Mrs. Marne Gurney of Camden was
remains were taken to Eart Union a caller Friday on her sister Mrs
cemetery, where Mr. Mayo read the Rose Barrows who is ill.
poem "When I Have Crossed the Bar.'
Mrs. Georgie Small celebrated her
Here many other relatives and friend.? 83d birthday Saturday. The Ladies
who were unable to be present at of the O.A.R of Camden called and
Bath, paid their last respects. Ute left many remembrances, also Dell
floral tributes were many and beau Wadsworth, an old friend of the
tiful.
: family, made a call in the afternoon
In the evening her daughter Mr
MRS. ANNIE J. COLLINS
, Helen Hall entertained at dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall. Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Annie J. Collins, born more Hall, Miss Emily Hall. Mrs Alton
than 70 years ago in Port Clydie, died Wincapaw and Miss Hazel Wincapaw.
Dec. 8. at her late residence, 17 The guests remained until a late hour
Stuli.s road. Belmont, Mass. She was enjoying games and a social good
the only daughter of Capt. and Mrs. time, Mrs. Small entering Into all
William Meservey, and her grand with the others.
father. William Jones was in the
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Perry and
Revolutionary War. She was mar family and Arthur Perry of Waldoried to James P Collins, who died i bero were guests Sunday at Alton
20 years ago. The funeral services Winca paw's.
were held at Mrs. Collins' late resi
dence in Belmont, conducted by Rev.
Richard H. Bennett, pastor of the
Payson Park Church, the music was
by the Knlckerboaker Quartet.
Mrs. Collins is survived by two
children. Her son Charles Frederick
Collins resided with her. He is
Assistant Superintendent of Agen
cies of the New England Mutual Life
Insurance Company of Boston. Her
daughter, Nellie Collins Carroll 'is
the wife of Dr. Charles Curtis Carroll of 35 Bay State road. Boston.
Mass. Interment was in the family
lot at Forest Hills cemetery.
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IRVING JAFFEE
(At Right)—Again Jaffee makes a thrilling finish
as he speed* to victory! Winner of 1,000
medals and trophies, including three Olympic
Skating Championships, Jaffee has brought the
highest skating honors to theU.S.A. Asked re
cently if he was a steady smoker, Jaffee said,
“Yes—hut that goes for Camels only. 1 have to
keep my wind, you know, and healthy

•

■

•

-

*

Steady Swob/td tidtttte
You’ve often seen his name and picture in the papers—
Jaffee, the city-bred boy from the U.S. A. who beat
the best that Europe had to offer, and became the skatf
ing champion of the world! Speaking of speed skating
and cigarettes, Jaffee says: “It takes healthy nerves
and plenty of wind to be an Olympic skating champion.
I find that Camels, because of their costlier tobaccos,

are mild and likable in taste. And, what is even more
important to a champion athlete, they never upset the
nerves.”
Change to Camels and note the difference in your
nerves... in the pleasure you get from smoking! Camels
are milder... have a better taste. They never upset your
nerves. Begin today!

S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
URHERV1S...HEVER TIRtYOURTASTl
SOUTH CHINA

-

Mrs. Herbert Esancy and her guest
Mrs. Eleanor Payton of Hope re
cently spent a few days with their
daughter and granddaughter. Mrs.
Lloyd Fitzgerald. Augusta road.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Esancy spent
Thanksgiving with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Merrill, Windsor.
Mrs. William Ring and little son
Herbert of Warren who have been
guests of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Esancy for several days re
turned home Monday. Mr. Ring
having been on a hunting trip in the
Machias River section.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sumner,
Miss Alice Hunnewell and George
Chapman of Brewer spent Saturday
and Sunday at Mrs. Bessie Hunncwell"s.
Thanksgiving guests at Herbert
Esancy's were Mrs. Eleanor Payson
of Hope and Mrs. Oertrude Ring and
son Herbert of Warren.
Miss Doris Esancy spent Thanks
giving at the home of Arvide
Bumps.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Esancy spent.
Friday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Farrington.
Nearly everyone visited or enter
tained on Thanksgiving Day.
The basketball season opens at
Erskine Academy Friday evening

when Richmond High will be the [They went Monday to Andover ,
! .vhere they have employment in the
guest team.
Russell Morrison is on a hunting | woods.
Day sessions at China Grange ol
trip.
Friends of Mrs. Agnes Taylor arc i South China began the ninth and
pleased to know she is improving in on the nineteenth it has accepted an
health.
Mrs. Pred Crossman re j invitation to visit and confer the
third and fourth degrees on a class
mains about the same.
Mrs. Herbert Esancy,' Mrs. Eleanor ' eff candidates at Silver Lake Grange,
Payson anti Mr. and Mrs. Ralph | China.
The next PT.A. meeting frill be at i
Esancy attended Knox Pomona
Grange at Washington Saturday. Branch Mills. Dec. 14 Part of the
Mrs. Esancy receiving the fifth de program will be furnished by the i
gree there. Mrs. Payson accom Carol singers of China Village i
panied her gTandson Raymond Lud ! chools.
wig to their home at Hope after
PORT CLYDE
Grange.
The Willing Workers will hold
Guests of the Esancys for the past
month include Mr. and Mrs. Charles their Christmas sale of fancy work
B. Miller andl daughter Janice of and food Dec. 15.
Burkettville.. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Mrs. Romle K Newcomb of EastPaul and children Edna and David port was In town last week.
and Merrill Esancy of Appleton and
Horace Benner has vacated the
Miss Ruth Whittaker of Albion. Wil Henry Davis tenement and has
liam Ring of Warren, Mr. and Mr: moved his family to Rockland.
Lloyd Fitzgerald and daughter Ar
Misses Josephine Thompson and
lene. Ardelle B..mps and S. M. Farns Pauline Thompson. Alice Breen and
worth of China and Roger Gowetl Helen Anthony attended the Chris
of Poland Springs, Sara Wentworth tian Endeavor convention in Rockand Florence Fletcher,
i land.
Herbert Esancy, son Ralph, and
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Davis and
daughter Gertrude Ring recently George Davis spent Thanksgiving
called on relatives in East Union and week in Orange. Mass.
South Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Davis enter
Merrill Esancy of Appleton and tained Nlr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis
Lawrence Coffin of Albion were Sun and daughter of Rockland. Mrs.
day callers at Herbert Esancy's Jennie Hupper and Sidney Andrews
on Thanksgiving Day. A turkey
dinner was enjoyed.
Preparations arc being made for
Christmas concerts to be held in both
churches.
Mrs. Maud Chadscy of Roxbury.
Mass., was a guest of Mrs. Leah
Davis recently. Mrs. Chadsey is
president of the Women's Home and
Foreign Missionary Society of the
Adventist Church, and at one of the
meetings of the Willing Workers So
ciety she gave an Interesting talk on
India. There were 22 present.
Mrs. Charles Ward and Mrs. Albert
Thomas of Lynn called on friends
here recently.
Pine Tree Girls 4-H Club of Port
Clyde, reorganized Dec. 8. with Vir
ginia Thdftipson as local leader
The officers are as follows: Pauline
Thompson, president; Agnes Davis,
among the first stones taken from the
vice president; Josephine Thompson,
Vermont marble deposits, record
secretary; Verena Davis, treas
early pioneers who helped found this
great denomination in the new
urer; Helen Anthony, club reporter:
world. There is, for instance, a simple
Shirley Teel, color bearer; Virginia
marble slab over the grave of William
Condon, cheer leader There are nine
Stevens, owner of the original Re
hobeth plantation, who died in 1687.
members enrolled, six taking cook
It records that Stevens was "for 22
ing and housekeeping, and three are
years Judge of this County Court, one
of His Lordship's Council, and one of
taking sewing. The club Ls working
the Deputy Lieutenants of the Prov
i for Its second seal.
ince of Maryland."

Solving Freight Problems at the Port ol New York

jp—Aerial view showing location
on large Manhattan block of pub
licly-owned Port Authority Com
merce Building

Center—Truck elevator lobbies of
sufficient size to permit maneuver
ing of large fleet of trucks and
trailers on every floor.

Presbyterians Observe 250th

Lower Left—Loading platform in
Union
Inland Station, described
by President Roosevelt when Gov
ernor as "Freight Post Office.”

Anniversary of First Church

REHOBETH, Md.-Uniting for the
first time since the Civil War, five
thousand Presbyterians from the
churches of the north and south gath
ered nt the little red-brick Rehobeth
church here the other day to pay trib
ute to the man who founded Presby
terianism In America 250 years ago.
It was in 1683, when Indians still
Inhabited the eastern shore of Mary
land, that the Rev. Francis Makemie
arrived from Ireland with authority
to establish Presbyterian churches.
That at Rehobeth was the first and
is generally known as the mother
church of Presbyterianism In the
United States.
As the little red-brick building,
erected in 1706, marks the beginning
of organized Presbyterianism on this
side of the Atlantic, so monuments in
thb churchyard and in nearby family
cemeteries, some of them probably

Makemie was buried on his farm
just across the state line In Virginia.
Twenty-five years ago an imposing'
monument was ^erected over his
grave. Near it is a memorial pyramid
of bricks from his old homestead with
a marble tablet on which is Inscribed
the information that Makemie. hia
wife, daughters and other relatives
were buried in this family cemetery.

SHORTER*.
COLDS^£>
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS

Copyright. 1933.
B. J. Reynold* Tobacco Company

.Merchandise Mail as the largest
structure In the country In cubical
content. The four truck elevators
In the building are the largest ever
constructed. There are two truck
lobbies on each floor and every
ernor of the State of New York, tenant regardless of his floor loca
aptly described in speaking at the tion has the equivalent of street
groundbreaking ceremonies as a level convenience for freight and
post office for
less-than-carload express handling. In conjunction
with all of the building’s facilities,
freight.
It was President Roosevelt's suc both parcel freight and expressage
cessor as Governor of the State of can be shipped from the upper
New York, the Hon. Herbert H. floore the game as though they
Lehman, who at the dedication ex went into a pneumatic tube des
ercises a year ago referred to the tined to Boston, Denver, or Bom
project as a fine example of'sound bay. The Railway Express Agency
and able cooperation between Gov has platform space in the union

It was this terminal, which has
lialllc o{ the United States or just completed Its first year of a
iginate in or lx destined to points successful semi experimental opera
in what is generally known as the tlon, that President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, while he was still Oov“I’orl of New York District.”
A

great proportion of I he freight

All freight from the South and
West en route to and from New
England must cross the Hudson
River, til" bulk
of it passing
through '• <
"Port of New York
District ” j
>orts
and
imports,
meantime. ,.ow in heavy volume to

and from this vast New York area.

Adding thereto the tremendous
amount of freight for which the
Port District is responsible as pro
ducer or consumer, the New York ernment the Port Authority being freight station for express ship
freight handling problem is seen to a public agency and private enter ments over all railroads.
be the most complicated in the prise.
The building Is large enough in
country.
Shipments destined to and from area and flexible enough in its ser

terminal are
It was recognition of this condi the union inland
tion and of (he necessity of simpli handled by truck or trailer between
fication that led to the signing of a ] the building and the various rail
contract between 'the Port of New road yards in ManHkttan and New
York Authority and the eight trunk Jersey at the flat New York rate.
line railroads serving the Port of This operation is carried on by the
New Yoik. whereby the former un railroads themselves under their
dertook the eon truction of Man- v agreement with the Port Authority,
ha'tan’s first "Union Inland Freight j w;hich meantime is proceeding with
Terminal No.
The latter is the leasing of the upper floors of
housed in the basement and first the building for light manufactur
floor of the new iffteen-story Port ing, distribution, and other com
Authority Commerce Building cov : raercial purposes.
It is second only to the Chicago
ering an entire city block.

vice to permit of the conducting of
all business activities on one floor,
including executive offices, clerical
force, manufacturing and process
ing units, display rooms and stock
and shipping departments.
The alteration of the second floor
ef the building was recently started
so that It could be used for idustrial exhibition purposes The Port
Authority itself occupies the entire
fifteenth floor with its administra
tive, operating, engineering and,

other offices.

I
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In Everybody’s Column

will manage a branch of the Cum
WARREN
mings Motor Company.
ThP
nunnl
‘•qlr Rnoiisored
bv the
Advertiaementa
Inlnser
thiated
column
The annual sale
sponsored oy
uit <xceed
thrce
once not
for to
25
Malcc'.m Creighton Is much iniWilliam Sullivan, tailor, left cn
£
Ccnareeational
ladles'
circle
Will
be cents, three times for 50 cents.
Addlproved In h .;"'■
shewn by hie the Sunday morning bus for Boston.
b
_
tlonal lines five cents each for one time,
held Thursday at 2.30. SupperWill | io cents for three times. 81x words
rehool •tcilvitlcs at Williston Academy
Mrs. Roswell Wlr.chcr.bach of
£
be served at 6 o’clock An entertain make a line.
in E.i thamr'on. Mass. He is presi South Waldoboro was a visitor to
ment will be given at 7x30 in the audi- **■•■«»*■•■-»***
£ dent cf the Dramatic Ciub and vice Mrs Alma Spear Saturday.
£ pit. :d?r.t cf the YMCA, cabinet and
torium.
with musical numbers by the | ♦
n0T . ..n
'*__ —
Mrs. George Ludwig who has been
quartet, instrumental numbers, anc! ♦ LUiJ 1 AINU rUUllU
£ Feudal Ccuncil. He was invited to visiting her son Edwin and family in
s be editor-in-chief of the “Log." the I Rockland has returned to her winter Bcoks and Old Stamps, readings by Miss Marguerite Haskell
who is rapidly becoming a popular
KITTEN lost, small male, black and
Geld Nuggets, Dental
£ academy paper, but declined trie ( home with her daughter Mrs Wil
cnlrrl
’inc The
Christmas piayiei
Dlaviet | I Un
white
Reward,
MAUDE FULLER,
cnicriamc..
me vnr.stmas
ion shag.
Me. Tel
West Appleton.
4-31.
honor
because
of
his
other
engageI
£
Gold, Chains, Rings
liam T Smith. Main street.
148*150
given
by
Mrs.
Alzada
Simmons
and
I
________________________________
ments.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Monagha 1
£
Herbert
K.
Thomas
at
the
Thursday
IN
vicinity
ol
Jefferson,
black
and
Will pay fiom $3 to $15
Mr*. Ruth Creighton, son Malcolm of Tenant's Harbor are visiting Mrs.
dog lost, license numevcnlng .........
party at the v,„„,„
horn, „r
of u..
Mrs I tan
ber female
354 on rabbit
conar john feterson 7
For
oil
Key
Wind
Watches
with
and daue iter XI
Er.beth Creigh Raymond McLeod.
Granite
St. Tel. 169-W.
148*150
Flora McKcllar, will be repeated
________________________________
Gold Cases
COR. MAIN & WINTER STS.,
ROCKLAND £ ton will spend the Christmas vacation The Community Brotherhood will
Miss Rosa Speer is very ill at her ! ,
in Thcmaston
We Hold Go vein mint License to
meet in the Congregational vestry
home.
j •
Buy Gold
&CTH? Friend ly Store where you can always find your £ m, ancj m, Ensign Otis of Rock this Tuesday evening, with supper tt
The Social Club met Thursday with ♦
Christmas Gifts for the entire family and friends at £ 'a:*»'■ Clara t Spear. Miss Le 3 o'clock and address by P. L. S
Why tell your Cld Eooks. in your Mrs Eva Monahan at Waldoboro, the •
---------------------♦
H**************P
attic at junk prices?
titia Creighton and Myles Weston Morse on Porto Rico.
pregram in charge of Mrs. Hattie
the Lowest Prite Possible.
POSITION
ns
chef
or
order
cook
want.? were guests of Nathan Farwell at
The Baptist Mission Circle is mee Nine were pres- ! edI Best of refe
references. HORACE PtRRY
We pay from 10c to $1.50 Hints of Waldoboro.
2 ■ Orff’s Corner Saturday evening,
_
. . .
Oraee St..
St . City.
*tf
ing this afternoon at 2 o'clock with
ent. and a good entertainment en- |------------------------------------------------each
1
j
v, 1. . .
j
• . .
MODERN house wanted. 6 to 8 rooms
cj Mr: Charles A Creighton had an Mrs. Louise Brown. White Cross
joyed which featured a contest won centrally located, mrs. r a. small
anagram party at her home Saturday work will occupy the time.
bv Miss Bertha Storer of Warren.
Warron P O. Box 432.
147-149
Address COLLECTOR
A night. The players were Miss Lizzie Funeral services for Mrs. Mary E. BOX "00
EARN big money selling seeds for an
ROt KLANU several conundrums and readings
reliable New England company. Ex
148*It _ The next meeting Dec 21 will be with old
A Lrvtr. alcr. Mt. - Jessie Crawford. Luce were held at her late homeI _________________
ceptional opportunity for right man.
£ Mies Lucy R cites and Mrs. Ruth
COBB CO . Franklin
Mrs.
James
Mank
of
Waldoboro,
with
j
Slss'
‘°r
Saturday afternoon. The Christian ——---------- —------------------------------148*150
£ Occrge.
*
Mrs.
Thelma
Borneman
in
charge
of
Science services were conducted by evening, observing the birthday anLIVE poultry wanted, highest prices
£ The Thcmaston High School Art Harold Spear. First Reader of the mversary of Mrs Mary Tolmnn. Re- the program.
aid. E C. FRYE. Cumberland Center.
142*153
Me Tel. 114.
Club will have an entertainment and First Church of Christ Scientist of' freshmen^ included a large decoratA special town meeting is called for
NEW milch cow wanted for family use.
.octal in the gymnarium .ins eve- Rockland. The bearers wore E B ed birthday cake. Mrs. Tolman re- 1.30 Saturday afternoon, Dec. 16, and Answer, price, age. full particulars
nlttj at 7.30. the program including Spear and Oilman Seabury of Rock- ctivod a handsome gift from the the warrant contains 5 articles: To GOODWIN, Box 269, City.________ 146-148
WANTED—Feed sacks In good condi
5'Cichcitral numbers, tap dancing, and land, and Nicholas Anzalone and O members of the club
choose a moderator to preside over tion.
free from holes. Highest prices
A three short plays. The Country Johnson of Thomaston.
Alden Miller returned Saturday the meeting; to see if the town will paid STOVER FEED MFO. CO., 86 Park
St Rockland. Tel 1209_________ 148-150
A Ccus.n. The Order of Independent Hester Toster. Evelyn Hahn. Mil- ftcm Miami Fla.
vote to build a school building; to see
;-s. 1
WANTED—We pay the highest price
£ Wcmen. and The Christmas Card.
what sum the town will vote to apand
Celia
Stone
have
I
annual
installation
of
the
offleggs All feed
sizes, graded or un▼ » I
sidRXir""underfoot” test and ' <»»
Webster Lodge. F. and prepriate for a school building; to see for fresh stover
,
«
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilson and three
pa
V
J
£ children cf Gray were dinner guests been enrolled as Girl Scouts in the A M . wWl take place tonight at Ma- if the town will vote to buy a lot for------------------------------------------------BOARDERS wanted, would take elderof Miss Lizzie Levensaler recently
solIc hall, with Past Master Edgar -Cuch a building; to 5ee what sum of iy lady or child; furnace heat, bath
lecal
Pine
Cone
Troop
tf
They also made several calls upon
H. Bradstrcet as installing officer. It money the town will appropriate for mgr»hamlltjibl,p o^o?^131
A very satisfactory Red Cross Roll
friends in town.
will be private.
the purchase of such a lot.
————Call has been completed, resulting in
Flank Jctdan and Miss Margaret
The elected officers of Lafayette
The fire department was called
£ Jcrdan leave this afternoon for West a few more enrollments than the
Carver Relief Corps are: President. ‘ Saturday night to a chimney fire in
Hattfcrd. Ccnn.. to visit Mr and Mrs. quota required. Second-hand cloth Nellie Wilson; vice president. Lillian the Frank Haskell place.
at. the Red
Ray Harriman before going to Miami ing is always welcomed
.
.
Gregory; secretary. Carrie Cassie:
• • • •
Cross headquarters for distribution ___
trca._urer Cora Bunker; wmhmwws
conductor, ! Sunday
a stubborn blaze be- night
FOR SALE—Six room house, good lofor the winter.
Mi Ocorgie Rob::..an entertained on Fr'd®? afternoons from 2 to and Marlcn Sho[es; gUarcj Abbie Hutchin- jtwren the floors at the Henry Marr ' good Investment. Its location l» on a
in her home Monday three friends cf evenings 7 to 8 o'clock.
fon; chapIaln Annle Benner;
place, caused by a chimney fire, was
ROBERT COLLINS.Real
many years. Mrs. Ella Dunn. Mrs. E
The Methodist Ladies Aid will prr£.dent Madeline Smith; patriotic ' flnall>' put out after an hour and a ---------------- ---------------- :--------------THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
P Starrctt and Mrs. Emma Smith serve a public supper in the vestry
tructor Gertrude Robbins The haU of
being necessary St.. Rockland tor sale Hardwood floors,
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
the latter of Rcckland
on Hyler su-eet Friday at 6 o’clock installation will be held Tuesday.,t0 riP UP the f><»*lng.
Apply to M. M GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me
97-tf
Mr and Mrs. H C Moody are clos- On the menu will be cold ham Jan j
Mr and Mrs K. F. Wight have re
A small deposit holds any article until wanted
£ in; their heme on High street today mashed potato, squash, salad, cake.
union Church circle supper Thurs- tumed from Somerville. Mass., where
they h*d bcen quests for some time K
£ Mr Moody to b; in New York for a doughnuts and coffee There will be day at 5.30 in the vestry4
time while Mrs. Moody will visit Rev. fancy articles on sale, suitable for
At the meeting of Pleasant River 01 Mr and 14,58 Fessenden Wight.
£
CHARLES \V. PROCTOR. Prop.
Grange held last Wednesday evening., Prtzes for the best dressed lady and
and Mrs. H I. Holt in Warren.
Christmas gifts.
f.
Errol Buker. who married Nellie
ihe officers for another year were ! the worst dressed man are being
LADIES—Reliable hair good* at RockMrs. Alice W. Henderson
_____________ Sawyer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
elected with some changes in the I offered for those who attend the land Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders
solicited.
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Mrs. Alice Watts Henderson died lineup. The following will serve the masked ball Friday evening at Glover ____________________________
One
individualrefor
refor144-»
One of
of the
the largest
largest individual
 Pvma’unlng reservoir, with the plant- Truman Sawyer of Bo:ker street.
hall.
sponsored
by
the
Warren
Base

suddenly
following
cerebral
hemorGrange in its various offices for 1934:
ing of 325.000 trees
The trees has resigned his position as teacher
PATIENTS given the best of care In
estation programs ever carried out in
ball Club.
private home with private nurse. NORA
planted were Norway spruce, pitch of mathematics in the Morse Hign rLt—ge at her home la Worcester. Master. Curtis M Webster; overseer.
140*151
The Thomaston and Warren locals M WRIC.HT, 80 Crescent St.
Pennsylvania was completedalong 1 F;ne ancj larch. Most of the seedlings School. Bath. He will transfer his Mars. Dec. 9. aged 71 years. Mrs James L. Calderwood; lecturer. WinNOTICE—I have moved my office to 362
Henderson
was
bqjn
in
Thomaston
nie
c
A
mes;
steward.
Kenneth
R
of
the
Ncw
Efland
Milk
Producers
Main St . over NewBerry's
LOCI
5 & 10c store.
the shore line ofthe 18.000-acre were three years old.
residence to Skowhegan, where he
Stpt 6. 1862. the daughter of Capt. Wfb«;<r; assistant steward. Donald * Nation met Friday evening at the ^"'^entTOei?B0“ej“*^' damon.
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THOMASTON

WANTED

Old Gold

THE MEMORABLE GIFT

Fir Silt
VALUES

♦ ♦ ♦ «* tt
cTklTKin
♦

*«£ «

W. PALMER & SON

£3

A

DIAMONDS

WANTED

♦»

2

$10.00 to $350.00

JT

* WT

3

MM

WRIST WATCHES
$3.00 to $100.00
£
Electric or Key Wind, Mantle, JS
Wall, Kitchen, Alarm CLOCKS £
$1.00 to $35.00
Fountain Pen and Pencil Sets, $1.00 up £
5
Sterling and Plated Flat and Hollow Ware J3
Toilet Sets, Leather____
Goods,_______
Novelties££
£

REAL ESTATE
£**************^

4

;It**********
MISCELLANEOUS
******;

William Henry and Betsey iFourtaini Watts. She leaves a daughter.
Mt's B>rn:c? Henderson of New York
city and a son James C. Herdersmi
of Worcester.

V1NALHAVEN

Frigiilaire isn’t just n “Christ
inas Hay Gift.*' Il goes un giv
ing health ami happiness,
convenience anil economy for
years and years anil years.
That's why it's such a grand
gift—for tin* whole family!
Of course, llie first thrill of
owninga genuine Frigidalreis
thi* biggest of all. lint, as time
goes on. you'll wonder how
you erergot along without it.

THIS NEW FRIGIDAIRE
USES LESS CURRENT THAN
ONE ORDINARY LAMP BULB
•
Anil Frigiilaire costs so little
to Ituy and to use! And the
new Standard iiiimIi'I lias I4
more food space; lifetime,
stainless porcelain interior;
automatic defrosting; auto

matic iee-trav release; smart
new design und sparkling
Dulux finish.
After you select your Christ
mas Frigiilaire, we'll affix c.
Iieautlful sterling silver me
dallion. appropriately engrail’d with any Christmas
sentiment you choose anil
you anil your family will
have a Merry Christmas ami
a lot of happier New Years.

Ask About Our Small Doum Payment
Balance on Spring Dating Plan

David Dur.can. Vivian Drew. Ken
neth Am;ro and N Cook Sholes were
in Rcckland Saturday and took the
Civil Service tnaminaticn in applica
tion for the position of postmaster of
this tewn.
Annual in: section of Canton NO. 25.
Patriarch: Militant, was held Friday
evening at Odd Fallows hall. The in
specting officer was Col. Luke S
Civ.jj cf Rcck.and. accompanied by
Maj. Charles H. B. Seliger Officers
were elected thus. Captain. C. Me
servey' F. Amts; lieutsiiant F. W
Grimes; trsign. S. A Ames; account
ant. Capt. C C. Webster. Supper wa;
served after the inspection, with Capt.
A’lr.cnd Miller as chef.
Union Church Sunday school anrcunces that there will be a Christ
mas tree in the church Friday. Dec.
22 at 7 p. m. Supt. David Dur.can Is
In charge of the tree Committee on
decorations is Mrs. Ra ph Brown and
Mrs. Harvard Burgess. Those in
charge of the children's program are
Mrs. Elliott Hall and Mrs Ernest
Arcy. The Christmas message will
be read by Miss Gwendoline Ortene.
The basketball Association dance
at Town hall Friday night was well
attended. Music was by the Fakers
with Elizabeth Gray pianist
William Bray visited Rockland Fri
day.
Mrs. Albert Carver entertained the
Rainbow Club at her home Friday

H Webster: chaplain. Addie M. BuckSaver *or the annual meeting
i,n. treamret Edward A Smalley; and ban<lU!:t- ft detailed report of
; ;Crctary. C Meservey F Ames: gate-.which wdl aPPear in the Thursday
keeper. Maurice A. Brown; Ceres. Ella issue.
Mrs Amanda Merrifield. Mrs. Lena
E Ames; Pomona. Flora A Brown;
Ficra. Ava E Brown; lady assistant Moody, and Mrs. Ercel Stewart of
ttewa:d. Virginia C. Winslow; execu Union will hold a sale of fancy work
tive committee. Edward A. Smalley. and aprons Wednesday from 10 a. m.
It may b? worthy of note that three to 9 p. m . at the home of Mrs. Mabel
cf the offices aie filled by charter Peabody.
Mtts Mabie Crawford and Elmcr
I members, and three by sons of
| charter members. In the absence of Nash attended funeral services held
Master Curtis M. Webster, who was at Union Thursday for the late Mrs.
a'tending the sessions of the Maine Laura Faucett.
Sirs. Nellie Benner of Dorchester.
Slate Grange at Bangor, this meet
ing was presided over by Overseer Mas*. guest for some tunc of Miss
Theron E Smith, who retires from Mabie Crawford, is now visiting Mr
effle? this year. The Lecturer pre- and Mrs. Lloyd Benner in Rockland.
Krccnt supper guests of Mis. Ada
rer.tcd a short program and after the
meeting was closed, supper was served °P?ar a^ South Warren were Mr. and
,
u.,
d t,.u.i. . .
to 31 members. It is hoped that the Mrs ol,ver B LlW)y and thelr BU?sU
ccming year will be a prosperous one Mr and Mrs. Georg? Hewison of Au
burn.
for the Grange.

PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
If you are a subscriber to
The Courier-Gazette and are
leaving horn- for any time, long
or snort, let us mail the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
office, or mail a card. The paper
wi.l follow wherever you go, and
will stop cn notice when you ar
rive home. There will be no
charge.

C.

McLOON & CO.

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent’’ Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

YOU
will have extra money next
December for gifts and other

holiday needs

IF
von decide* now how much
you want and plan to have
it by joining our

503 Main Street .

Rockland, Maine

in the class

that suits

9 5Ti

’
«
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FOR SALE

• «4

WHEN you are planning to sell your
chickens and fowl, call Pnut EDWARDS Tel 806-J, Rockland
144-tt
SCREENED soft lump coal for sale,
$9. one-half ton. $4 50; hard coal. $14.
J. B. PAULSEN. Tel. 84-2 Thomaston
______________________________ 143*148
SINGER Sewing Machines new and
second hand. Parts and repairs for all
makes
Machines
rented
SINGER
SEWING MACHINE CO.. 393 Main St .
Rockland____ __ ___ _____________ 148*150
SINGER Portable Electric sewing ma
chine $25. guaranteed live years. Drop
heads $8 upwards, guaranteed SINGER
SEWING MACHINE CO . 393 Main St
Rockland____________ ___________ 148*150
LADY'S coon coat for sale price $25
C. A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St Tel.
988-J
147*149
PAIR of horses, weight 3100 for Bale;
also 5 h. p Elec. Motor. C. F. PRESCOTT 29 Pmeott
St Tel 76-J. 148*150
------

144-11
dentist
AUTOMOBILE repairing
Open eve
nings and Sunday._ SimonUtng don#
reasonably. O. L. BLACK. 3 Rockland
St Tel. 233-J
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! «tey» made to beans tor sale FRED M. KENNISTON.
order. Keys made to fit locks when warren. Me Tel. 4-15
146*148
original keys are lost. House. Office oi ■■ ? ■ j. J-. ■■.!’-------—---------------- - —
Car. Code books provide keys for al
SHED 8x10. good for camp, also dining
and living room furniture for sale at 55
locks without bother
SfUsora and MASONIC
ST Tel 178-R
147-149
Knnes sharpened Prompt service. Rea-__
sonab’.e prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO
TWO new milch Jersey cows for sale.
408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 7£»L
G H CAMERON. Union Me
146*148
144-tf , TWO YOUNG Jersey cows lor sale or
EDGAR W MOODY.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times trade for pullets.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO Union Tel. 9-4______ __________ 146*148
144-tl
STEAM
heating
plant.
American
boiler and 33 radiators lor sale, low
triced. V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St.
prlci
Tel 1154__________________________144-tf
STATE OF MAINE
SMALL HOUSE at Plea-ant Gardens.
$275. lor sale on rent plan V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel 1154
144-tf.
ALL KINDS of dry hard wood and
soft wood, for sale.
T. J. CARROLL.
TUESDAY. DEC. 12, 1933
F D.
JUDICIARY—2 P M—H. P 13. Act Tel 263-21 Rockland. Thomaston. R 139-tf
authorizing and empowering Register of
Deeds for County of Knox to make
true copy of contents of Voi. 24 and Voi
30 of Knox County Records of Deeds
and certify that same are true copies ot
said records.
147-148

Legislative Notices

♦♦

TO
“ v LET
““ *

♦

STATE OF MAINE
ROOMS to let. large, warm, pleasant:
County of Knox. ss.
Superior Court
one with running water, near postofflce.
In Equity
Nine members of the Umbrella Club
WILLIS H. ANDERSON
MRS VIVIAN HEWETT 30 High St
__________________________________ 144-tf
met Thursday afternoon with Mrs
vs.
M
KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO
Ruth Perry. The next meeting will
HOUSE 117 Llmerock St. to let. Easy
On the 16th day of November. 1933, In
Reasonable rent. W
H.
the above entitled cause. Robert U. to heat
be Dec 21. with Mrs Virgil Hills.
Tel 347-W___________ 148*150
Collins of Rockland in said County was RHODES
George W. Walker and James Mc- appointed receiver of said Knox County
TENEMENT to let in Gregory Block.
Dcugal! returned Saturday from Bos- “^“rcd8*w gWe pubU? nSuce^fob Northend C. A HAMILTON, 29 Chest
nut St. Tel. 986-J.
147*149
ten Where they had spent a few days. Io','hiat all creditors and claimants of
SEVEN room house all modern, with
Officers elected at Friday evening's said Knox County Motor Sales Company, garage, to let. LLOYD N. BENNER. 27
mcetinw of Credent T.md.B^bithe defendant Corporation, shall present Amesbury St Tel.713-W
148-148
mcetl-ig of Crescent Temple. Pythian and make proof of their respective FURNISHED
fourroom apartment at
Sis'.ers, were: Most excelWnt chief c***®* against said Knox County Motor The Highlands, to let CALL 995-J
.....
,
Sales Company on or before the six147-149
Mrs. Mabel Milks; excellent senior, teenth day of Mav. a D 1934. the re-—J,l»h
x».,
,,
cetvei* to give notice to such creditors
MODERN four room apartment with
Mis Regina Robinson; excellent and claimants by publishing a notice to ! Kyace to'ct at 48 Grace St. V. A.
them once a week for three weeks sue- . LEACH. Tel. 1JJ.______________
junior. Mrs. Abbie Stickney; manager, cesslvely
In The Courier-Gazette, a news-1 six room house with batli. lights, gks.
Mrc. Shirley Bowley; mistress of aper published In said Rockland, the to let MRS E. C GRANT, 184 South
rst publication to be made within Main St Tel. 526-M
147-tf
finance,
Mrs.
Mary Reynolds: fourteen days Irom the date of this jjOr ,165o he.ted apt . three rooms
mistress of records and correspond A true copy of the Court order
and bath; also five room house and
, toilet. $11 50. MEN’S SHOP. Park St.
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
ence, Miss Doris Hyler; protector,
146*151
Clerk Superior Court
Mrs. Alice Oray; guard. Mrs. Gert IL. 8.|
VERY attractive apartment to let. five
Dated November 27. 1933.
142 T-148 rooms and bath, hot water and heat the
rude Weaver; trustee, Mrs Shirley
________ ; year around. Call 91 NORTH MAIN ST.
Bowley.
Tel. 180-J.
137-tf
PETITION
THREE ROOM furnished apartment to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Conant
Rockland. Mnine. December 6, 1933.
let at 47 Pleasant St. LILLIAN BICKare receiving congratulation on the To the Municipal Officers of the
I NELL. 82 Llmerock St.___________ 148*150
City of Rockland:
FOUR furnished rooms with bath to
birth of a daughter. Nettie Hanson, The undersigned hereby gives notice
It wishes to construct a wharf in let. Inquire MRS W S. KENNISTON.
Dec. 11 Mrs. Myrtle Watts of Union that
144-tf
the harbor of Rockland, said wharf being ' 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W
Is caring for the mother and little northerly of and adjoining the so-called
A
, EIGHT room apartment to let. all
Five Kiln property which Is located on I modern, garaKe. over West End Market,
one.
the northerly side of Ocean Street,
all , Thomaston. $12 month V. F. STUDLEY.
In accordance with certain plansat- i
Mlln a. Tpl ,154
144-tf
• • « ■
tached hereto. The estimated cost
ol , f83 Maln 8t' Tel “j?:-------Wesley C. Waltz
said wharf Is Twenty One Hundred
MODERN tenement to let at 157 Talbot
$2,100.00) Dollars. Plans of said wharf j Ave. OVERNESS SARKESIAN.
128-tf
Friends were shocked
learn —
of being on file in the office of the Clerk
------- to
„ ------MODERN four and six room rents with
the death Wednesday afternoon of °f the W R^inino company
gi^st
bISkford “to^.i-A7
By C. J. BOWLEY
'
12S-’f
Wesley C. Waltz, aged 71. He was up
NOTICE
Agent , WELL fUrn|shed apartment to let.
tewn as usual Monday noon but was
takT vndrienlv in
City of Rockland.
i three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
WK.r. .uddenly ill upon returning , In Clty Council.
December 6 1933.
ST Tel. 156-W___________________ 144-tf
j heme and very soon succumbed. J U|^n.Jh.e
petition It is orHEATKD apartments, all modern, rout
dcred that notice thereof be given by room8
Appyy at CAMDeN & ROCKFuneral services were held at the publishing a copy of said petition and LAND WATfcR co Tr, 034.
144-t.r
this
order
thereon,
in
The
Courler-Ga,
! heme Friday afternoon. Rev. H. I. zette. a newspaper published in the City
Helt officiating and 1 ether Knights of Rockland. Maitr• and that a hear- |
ing thereon be given at the above named ■
of Pythias acting as bearers, Curtis premises, on the eighteenth day of De
A. D. 1933, at two o'clock in the
C Siarrett. A. P. Gray Joseph Stick cember,
afternoon at which time and place resi- |
ney, and Earl Robinsc 1. Burial was dents and owners of property that may
be affected by the granting of the per- !
'In the Sawyer yard. Besides the mlt applied for. and all other persons
shall have full opportunity |
widow, Mrs. Cora Waltz, he leaves interested,
to show cause why such permit should
two sons,
Waltz
not he granted, the last publication of
„ Maynard
_
,
' pDrofessnr
olessor ( sald
notlce to be at least three (3) days
at the Keene Normal School. Keene, before said hearing^
By order of the City Council.
N. H„ and Clarence Waltz of Warren;
A true copy of tne petition and notice
'
one brother Herbert Waltz, and one thereon.
Attest:
E. R. KEENE
, sister, Mrs Lizzie Young, both of 147-149
City Clerk.

your needs

Warren.

VINALIIAVEN * ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren

PRICES ADVANCE JANUARY 1st !

-«

j

R

Enroll Now

A.

Domino Fine Granulated Sugar.
$1.88 tier Kill lbs.; 23 lbs.. $1.25; 10
lbs.. 49c; (all parked In sanitary cot
ton bags); Stover's Pride Flour, 98r
bag; $7.73 bbL (8 bags)’ White Rose.
87c bag; 6.90 bbl.; Pillsbury’s Best,
$1.17 bag. Native Potatoes. 25c pk.;
98c bu.; $1.89 per 100 lbs.- Fanev sm ill
sire picnic smoked shoulders 12c lb.;
heavy lean salt pork strips, 10e lb.;
tanev large native fresh eggs, 3 dor.
lor $1. Large sire pullet eggs, Iresh
daily. 4 dor. for $1. Swift's, Armour’s
or Squires pure lard or compound,
4 lbs., 32r; 20 lbs. $1.49; seeded
Malaga raisins. 6 pkgs., 39c; rolled
oats 6 lbs.. 25e; whole green peas,
6 lbs., 50c; fancy creamery butter.
2 lbs. 47c; Native Johnson, kidney or
vellow eve beans. 5 lbs 40c, 10 lbs.
75c, $4 per bu ; Granulated Meal, 10
lbs. 29c; rice, 5 lbs, 29r, 10 lbs. 58c;
Graham flour. 5 lb. bags 21c, 10 lbs.
39c; table or butter salt, 10 lb bags
19c; squire's sugar cured bacon
strips 15c lb.: Harvard beer or ale.
Utica Club. Pilsner or Pickwick ale
10c per bottle. $2.40 per rase of 24
bottles.
N. B. C. soda crackers. 3
lb boxes 42r; favorite coffee 19r lb.;
popular coffee 25c lb.; fancy onions,
10 lb bags 29c; Armour’s Big Ben
laundry soap, large bars, 6 tor 25c.;
Miller's dog biscuits or kibbles 10c
pkg.; More For Less F.gg Mash or All
Mash $198; M F. I Scratch Fred
$1.85; M. F. I.. Pig Feed with Sardine
Meal, $1.75: M. F. L. fancy stork
teed and lilting ration, $1.19. M. F. I..
dairy feed. $1.63: Farmers' Favorite
Dairv Feed. $1.49: 5 bag lots, $144:
ton lots, $1.39; Domino Confection
ers or nowdered sugar 5e lb. (pur
chase limited). Our whole stock is
priced to give you the greatest values
we have ever offered.
No middlemen, no traveling rep
resentatives, no national advertising,
no branches, just Price and Quality
—"MORE FOR LESS."
STOVER'S
CASH GRAIN STORES, DISTRIBU
TORS for STOVEIt FEED MFC., CO.,
on track at 86 Park St., Just below
Armour's. Tl. 1200.
148-149

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
38 SUMMER ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 138
127*129tf

Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5.30
a. m., Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25.
Vinalhaven 8.15: due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30. Returning — leaves
Rockland at 1 30 p. m.. Vinalhaven 2 45.
North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4.40; due
to arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. m
Bn. Stinson

117-tf

General Agent.

«\
READ
IT

MRS.
HOME-MAKER
Its the best place to find
unusual bargains . . . and
the best place to dispose
of unwanted things.
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Every-Other-Day

SURPRISING TALENT

Shown At the Senior Class
Play ‘‘Climbing Roses’ —

OClETY.

Exceedingly VC7 ell Done

Mrs. Streeter Webster and Mrs.
John Thompson will be In charge of
the bridge party at Hot.el Rockland
Friday evening for the benefit of;
TELEPHONE ............................
7*0 or JM
! St. Bernard's Church. Play will be
Mrr. Elizabeth Mason has returned gin at 8.
frcm a vLsit with friends in Boston.
In addition to personal notes regard
ing-departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires information ot
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will b*.
gladly received.

Mrs. Angus Hennigar has returned

Junior Harmony Club meets tomor to Vinalhaven after spending several
row evening at 6 30 at Legion hall. weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Merle
The membership list is still open for ' Hutchinsori.
new members.
There will be a public card party
I
Mr. ana Mrs Joseph Blaisdcl! were j Thursday afternoon at Grand Army
in Sidney for the weekend, caiied by hall, with Mrs. Millie Thomas as
the death of Mr. Biaisdell's grand hostess. Play will begin at 2.
mother.
.
_____
• Opportunity Class met Thursday
Universalist Mission Circle meets evening with Mrs. Nina Marshall, j
tomorrow at the parsonage, with Mrs. I Willow street, with 25 members and |
George H. Welch. Mrs. E. R. Veazie, | three visitors present. Three Thanks- '
Mrs. Frank Sherer and Mrs. George giving baskets were sent out and it
Palmer as hostesses. Box lunch at [ was voted to give Christmas cheer
12.30 The theme of roll call and the baskets. Mrs. Cora Richards was apdcvoticnai period will be "forgive- ’ pointed assistant secretary. Mrs.
ness."
! Brazier was put in charge of White
_____
I Cross sewing. Entertainment comThe card party Friday afternoon ; mittee for next meeting will be Lillian
given at the Bok Nurses Home for the < Joyce and Alice McIntosh; visiting
benefit cf Knox Hospital had eight committee, Mrs. Raw ley and Mrs.
tables. A favor was awarded at each Emery. The evening was spent in
table, and refreshments were served. sewing, and refreshments were served.

F

PAJAMAS
$1.50 to $6.50
Very attractive garments

Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith of
Mrs. J. A. Burpee was hostess to the
in plain or fancy patterns
Vinalhaven were in the city the latBreakfast Bridge Club yesterday.
l ter part, cf the week to visit Mr.
Broadcloth. Pongee, Silk
The Diligent Dames will meet for 1 Smith's mother, Mrs. Jennie Smith.
o'clock luncheon Thursday at the
Mrs. George W. Ludwig of Thom
heme of Mrs. Oliver Hills. Bring
RADIO COATS
aston has been spending a few days
dolls to dress for Christmas giving.
with her son. Edwin G. Ludwig.
$5.00 to $7-50
Mrs. Earle MacWilliams was hostess
to the T Club Friday evening.
The BPW Club is sponsoring a
card party this evening at. the home
LOUNGING ROBES
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin C. Perry
of Mrs. Donald Perry. Grove street,
Silk or Flannel
plan to leave tomorrow by automobile
with play to begin at 8.
for Florida where they will spend the
$6.00 to $10.00
winter, traveling from one point to
Methebesec Club meets Friday
another, as fancy takes them.
afternoon at 2.30 at the Central |
Maine rooms, with Mrs. Maude i
The Thimble Club had sewing last
CHILDREN’S
Blodgett as hostess. Mrs. Alice Karl
evening at the home of Mrs. Philip
SNOW SUITS
will be program chairman, her sub
Thomas, Chestnut street.
ject to be "Home Life in Russia.
in all colors
Donald, son of Mrs. Alice Marriner, The annual Christmas tree observ
$6.00
entertained several of his ycung ance will also be made at. this meet
friends in a charming manner Satur ing. each member asked to take a
day evening at his home, with games gift for a child, labelling the pack
and refreshments. Guests were Ruth age plainly with age and sex of child
Thomas. Doris Borgerson. Marian for whom gift is intended. These
Vinal, Virginia Wood, Dorothy Frost. gifts wilt be distributed at Christ
Dorothy Sherman. Ethel Hayes, mas time t-o needy children.
Charles Toner. Stuart MacAlman.
Russell Hewett, Bobby Hills. Dicky
SOUTH WARREN
WAS A BANNER EVENT
Marsh and Clarence Peterson

A finished production in every re
spect can be said of the annual Senior
Class play which took place Thursday
and Friday evenings before good
sized audiences appreciative both in
applause and in the spoken word.
"Climbing Roses" which was chosen £
as this year's vehicle is a farce
abounding in delicious situations and
intriguing dialogue, with sufficient
heart interest to lend an appealing
charm. Miss Dorothy Parker, as
coach, added another success to the
many she has achieved since she be
came a member of the faculty.
The cast, an especially strong one.
was cannily selected, each youthful
actor giving an individual perform
ance, yet welded together to make
the production a wholly sympathetic
one Ruth Dondis and Charles Ellis
playing the leads provided the heart
interest. Miss Dondis as Peggy Rose,
was an appealing figure, her piquante
style and sincerity of characteriza
tion completely winning the audi
ences. Ellis gave a splendid perform
ance Helen Pletroski and Russell
Bartlett were a hilarious comedy
team, yet never overplaying their
parts. Their Efforts to leave behind
the truck farm and “climb" into
society were accompanied by many
| side-splitting situations, not the least
of which was entertaining Prince
i Rudolph of Berengaria, who on the
eventful reception night, appeared In
three instead of one, the three im
personated by Burr Atwood, Chaney
Ripley and Hervey Allen Jr.

the

(Christmas

store

The Thrill that comes once
(Every Year)
in a lifetime!
Of course you’ve never forgotten them . . . the days
when you were just as little and just as eager as the
kiddies in the picture at the right. The tumbling out
of bed in the early dawn of Christmas morn. The
headlong rush down the stairs. T he thrill of ecstacy
when your eyes first fell on the glittering tree . .. The
breath-taking gifts fresh from Santa’s pack . . . the
bulging stockings by the chimney.
THAT WAS LIVING!

Perhaps your first memory of that thrill dates back to
1880... or 1900 ... or 1912... perhaps you’re saying
to yourself.. . ‘‘A lot of water has gone over the dam
since I tingled like that on Christmas Day." Well,
pardon us if we step out of character as merchants
for a mcmsnt and make this suggestion in all friend
liness.

Ru'.h Ward demurely portrayed
For w; have a theory, developed in watching milling
"Hazel Somners.'' Peggy's intimate
crowds of gift shoppers for over 20 years. You CAN
friend, and Charles Havener gave a
splendid performance of "Ferdic
recapture the old thrill if you’ll do two things.
Wimbleton, Jack Archer's secretary
First, stop thinking of yourself and your troubles for
and protesting object of Hazel’s affec
a bit .. . and give a thought to the other fellow. Sec
tions. Eleanor Tibbetts scored in her
ond, spend plenty of your spare time from now till
impersonation of "Priscilla Prentice,"
Christinas in an atmosphere of bustle and good cheer
a highly explosive maiden lady who
always had her pill box handy when
that can't help but warm the cockles of your heart
she became excited Esther Chap
. . . brighten your outlook on life . . . give you a
man as “Mrs. Warren" and Esther
fresher and cheerier viewpoint.
Nickerson as “Joyce Belmont" gave
finished presentations of arrogant
leaders of society in Maysville. Vin
Senter Crane’s, these days has just that sort of atmos
cent Pellicane as "Dryden Prconis'
i Dried Prunes as he was often called
phere. \ ou get it first in the gay lights, the good old
by disrespectful friendsi gave a
Maine evergreens, the colorful decorations on the
splendid impersonation of a dapper
front cf the store . . . the feeling increases when you
young man completely submerged in
enter to the street floor with its red-ribboned wreaths,
"ego." Anna Winchenbach as "Win
its fragrant loops of evergreen, the Christmasy mer
nie Clarke," the neighborhood pest, chandise, the warm greeting from the sales people.
was delightful, and Norman Stanley
as Percy Southworth who througli
And every one of the FIVE FLOORS OF GIFTS
the help of a book proceeded frcm a
you visit will augment the spirit of good cheer.
Gcod Will Grange will hold the More Than 300 Attended fearful trembling youth to a domi
Circle .supper at the Universalist
vestry tomorrow at 6 o'clock will be in (j election of officers for 1934 on Thurs
Eastern Star Supper—In nant man thus winning the object of
his affections. Winnie, also scored
day
evening.
charge of the men. with J. Fred
We’re ready here! Every floor, ever^ department,
spection By Mrs. Hilton
Mrs.
Esther
Patinen
of
New
York
Every part was so w’ell taken that it
Knight as chairman. A meeting of I
every member of our staff . . . ready to help bring
called on Mrs. Maud Overlock Saturis
impossible
to
name
any
one
high
the Woman's Society is called by the
The meeting of Golden Rod Chap
light. It is conceded by many that it
again the thrill that comes once (Every Year) in a
president, Mrs. Ruth Palmer, at 5 I day
ter Friday night stands as a banner was by far the strongest cast ever
The
death
of
Mrs.
Sarah
Starrett
Lifetime! ... to folks who open up their hearts to the
p. m.
_____
i of Warren was heard of with regret. event, with more than 300 persons assembled for a high school play.
warmth and joy a good store creates as it swings into
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton She was a loyal Granger and an at- j partaking of the supper which was in
the Jolliest Season of the Year!
On the second night Miss Parker
and daughter Margaret, were guests I tendant at Pomona meetings when- charge of Mrs Maitie Spaulding.
was
presented
with
a
gift
from
the
of Dr. and Mrs. Philip Gilley at ever pebble.
Ethel Hiltcn of Skcwhegan,
cast, the recipient charmingly ac
Southwest Harbor for the weekend.
The mumps are prevailing here, the
_____
latest victims being Mr. and Mrs. worthy grand matron, was honor knowledging it in a brief speech ex
guest and inspected the chapter. She pressing the pleasure she had derived
Miss Ellen J. Cochran will be Kenneth Fales
hertess to Chapin Class this evening
was handsomely gowned in coral vel in working with the cast and the joy past four months in Kr.ox Hospital., Elizabeth Babb, Mrs. Floribelle Mrs. A. F. Sleeper or Mrs. E. V. Shet. enjoyrd arjt opportunity g.ven to
the appreciative audiences had given That he is able to walk about is Allen. Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin. Mrs The next meeting of the Auxiliaiy see all parts of the nurses' home.
at her apartments on Talbot avenue
EAST UNION
vet.
her. Flowers were also presented to especially pleasing, after expe Eugene Gordon, Mrs. F. K Thorn- will be held the first Tuesday in South Thomaston was r.ot repre
The dining room decorations, di
The December meeting of the Wom
dyke and Mrs. A. F. Sleeper.
all feminine members of the cast, so riencing such a severe accident.
January at the Bok Nudses Home sented at the last meeting so It tMrs George Thomas and two chil
an's Foreign Missionary Society of dren of Camden were recent guests rected by Mrs. Hester Chase, were that when the lineup came for the
The
brarneh
of
the
Ladles
Auxili

and all members will be cordially re hoped ;omc members may attend the
Mrs. H. B. Goodenough who has
the Methodist Church takes place lQf hcr yister Mrs Roland Payson.
unusually lcvely. the Christmas spirit final curtain call a colorful picture
made an extended visit here with her ary of Knox Hospital formed in ceived. A social afternoon will be next.
Thursday afterpoon at the parsonage,
The fnila degrees will be confeerrcd being reflected in several gaily light was presented. Ushers were Con daughter Mrs' C. L. Sleeper, returned South Thomaston has the following
with Mrs C. E. Brooks as hostess. upon one candidate in the Grange
ed trees on the stage and" miniature stance Snow. Elzada North. Dorothy to Brighton last Friday with Mrs officers and members at present: Mrs.
Mrs. Ella Lurvey will be program Tuesday evening and the usual har
Harvie, Ruth Gregory. Pauline Rus
C. L. Sleeper, chairman; Mrs. A. F
Elizabeth Mason.
trees and red candles on the tables
chairman.
sell, Lucille Rankin. Viola Anderson
vest feast will be served.
Sleeper, secretary and treasurer; I
To the strains of Christmas carols Hulda Smith, Dorothy Dimick. Doro
Friday the Farm Bureau met with
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton and
Mrs. Charles Peterson, Mrs. W. P
Mrs. C. A. Packard has returned
, Mr. and Mrs. W George Payson and played by Mrs. Alta Dimick at the thy Rackltffe. Beryl Borgerson, Rose Mrs. A. F. Sleeper. "Christmas bug- Sherman, Mrs. Ruth S. Till, Mrs.
CLEAN
BURNING .
PROMPT DELIVERY
from a visit of several days in Boston j
piano and Donald Chapman, violinist, Whitmore and Bernadette Snow.
son
Grevis
made
a
trip
to
Boston
and
gestlons"
was
the
topic
for
discus

Elizabeth
Mason,
Mrs.
S.
O.
Hurd,
and vicinity.
ECONOMICAL
Delightful music before the show sion and many attractive ideas were Mrs. Harvey Crowley. Mrs. Rebecca
vicinity ever the weekend.
the guests marched to the tables, the
and
between
acts
was
furnished
by
Phone Camden 2560—Rockland 1251
presented. Dinner of corn chowder, Thorndyke, Mrs. J. T. Baum. Mrs. E
only lighting being from the candies.
The Congo-Mates played bridge
139-tf
When he was 21 years of age, John Just before they were seated Mrs. Mrs. Charlotte Jackson, piano. A. R pickj'.es, sar.t|»zichci;. fancy cookies, V.Shea. Mrs. Maynard Post, Mrs.
yesterday afternoon at the home of
Marsh, violin, and A. C. Jones, drums, cake and Jello with whipped cream Raymond Rackliff, Mrs. Norman
Martin, of Portland. Me., was warned
Mrs. A J. Murray.
Vivian Hewett and Mrs. Blanche these artists generously giving their
he had a weak heart, and that he'd
was served. Those present were Mrs. Drinkwater. Mrs. Harry Waterman.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Mrs. Jennie Robbins has gone to have to stop smoking if he expected Morton sang one verse cf "Holy services for the occasion.
A W. Davis. Mrs. Clifford Dennison. No doubt many others will wish to
Night.
Silent
Night."
The
play
committee
comprised:
Worcester. Mass., to spend the winter to live very long. Recently he cele
Mrs. Fred Alien. Miss Louise Butler. help a good cause by joining, and
Two hundred remained for the eve Business manager. Nathalie Jones;
with relatives.
brated his 95th birthday, smoking his
Mrs. Joteph Baum. Mrs. Bertha
do so by paying a membership
_____
*
ning meeting, when 18 different assistants. Donald Lewis and Gert
pipe in peace and feeling fine.
^Jlanley, Mrs. Henry Crockett. Mrs. fee of 50 cents to Mrs. C. L. Sleeper.
Mrs. I. J. Shuman was hostess to
Chapters were represented in the rude Heal; costume mistress. Hazel
the Corner Club Friday afternoon.
New bargain basement now open at assemblage. Other grand officers Vasso; assistants, Luella Snow and
Huston-Tuttle's. Cards, seals, wrap present were Mrs Sarah M. Shaw Jane Wilson; property manager,
TH E. Club met last evening with ping paper and many other articles and Mr. Shaw, of Bath, past worthy Walter Barstow; assistants. Elizabetn
Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr.
grand matron and patron, who were Snow- and Hervey Allen Jr ; usher I
low in price.
147-150
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Rich of chairman. Constance Snow; advertis
Browne Club met Friday evening
Bath, associate matron and patron of ing manager. Frederick Merritt; elec
with Miss Edith Bickaell. with 15
Genesta
Chapter; Leslie Ames of trician. John Perry; assistant, John
HEAR
members and two guests present.
Camden, a past grand patron. Hosts Karl; stage manager. Vernard Crock
The time was spent in making
and hostesses for the evening were ett; assistants, Richard Thomas.
Prices Never So Low. We Offer the Largest and Best
Christmas baskets, about 60 being
Mrs. Adelaide Butman. Mrs. Hattie Burton Bickmore and Donald Saun
Assortment cf Merchandise This Year Than
completed. These will be filled and
as
Davies, Mrs. Laura Maxey. Mrs. ders.
Any Time in Our History
given away at the holiday season.
Grace Rollins, Mrs. Millie Thoipas.
An expression of thanks is made to
The report of the work of the club
Mrs. Clara Watts. Mrs. Hester Chase. all who assisted in the ultimate suc
GAMES
TOYS
DOLLS
BOOKS
for the month is most gratifying:
Dr. J. A. Richan and Dr Harry Rich- cess of the play, with especial men
TREE
DECORATIONS,
HANDKERCHIEFS
Given away, 44 articles of clothing,
I ards.
tion of the Burpee Furniture Com
39 articles of food stuffs, one quilt,
Degrees were conferred upon Mrs. pany and Gregory's for furnishings.
TREE LIGHT SETS AND BULBS
i Annabelle Berry, the work of the offi
\---------------- -one blanket, three puzzles, and $6.50
NECKTIES
TOILET SETS
in money; 56 calls made; two food And Every Tuesday Here cers, with the full quota present, win
SOUTH THOMASTON
nt
WRAPPING CORDS AND TISSUE
ning high approval from Mrs. Hilton
showers given; and t.wo missionary j
after at the Same Hour
SEALS AND TAGS
SMOKING SETS
who was presented with a silver bon
boxes packed and sent. The next
Vincent Wiggin of Hartford, Conn.,
NBC NETWORK
bon dish at the close of the degree spent the weekend here with his
BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS CARDS, LAMPS
meeting will be on Dec. 29 at the 1
w.otk Several visitors offered re mother Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin. and sis
home of Mrs. Nina Marshall, Willqw
GIFT BOXES
HOSIERY
marks.
THE NEXT BEST THING
street.
ter.
CANDY
STATIONERY
The entertainment program offered
Miss
Geneva
Wall
and
Harold
UNDERWEAR
TOWELS AND TOWEL SETS
vocal solos by Mr. and Mrs. S. T
An amazing offer on radio tubes is j
NOW PLAYING
At Prices Within Reach Of All!
Constantine and readings by Miss Rackliffe of Boston spent the week
now being made by House-Sherman.
“
ONE
MAN’S JOl'KNEl
Anna Green. Mjs. Amy Tripp and end here with his mother Mrs. Helen
Inc., 422 Main street, Rockland,
with
Rackliffe.
Mrs Constantine acted as accom
which closes Dec. 16. Think of a ,
I.IONF.I. IIAKKYMOKF
Village
schools
have
closed
for
the
These
broadcasts
are
made
from
panists.
regular 60 cent type .01A tube for
the after cabin cf the famous
The next meeting will be Friday, Christmas vacation.
39 cents or a‘regular 75 cent, type 43
Benjamin Wiggin left Saturday for
for only 49 cents. Other types at I world-girdling ship 'Seth Parker” Dec. 22, when a Christmas observance
will be made. Rev. H. R. Winchen- Beston on business.
similar low prices. All sales cash. [ under sporsorship of
Friends are pleased to learn that
baugh will give an address “Star In
Shows: 2, 6.30. 8.30; font. Satur
No free installing on these “less than j
ROCKLAND
the East" and there will he chorus Charles Peterson returned to his
day. 1 to 10.30
cost" prices. Call al once and get ;
home here Friday after spending the
singing of familiar.carols.
148Ttf
your tubes.
146-119

Gregory’s

C. F. SMITH

THE unforgettable

stars of

SPECIAL BARGAINS

I

Daddy Long Legs

I

FOR CHRISTMAS

PHILLIPS LORD

GAYNOR

“SETH PARKER

vOiwnM

Tonight at 10

BAXTER
PADDY

E. B. CROCKETT

5&10c to $1.00 STORE

FRIGIDAIRE

I

Every-Other-Day
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turkey ration is 28 ounces-undrawn. 825.000 pounds of turkey at a cost
SOLDIERS ATE TURKEY
to Port Clyde one day he was sailing
1 of $131,000.00. This means a total
or 25 ounces-drawn. per man.
right along, 15 miles an hour "Look
I.
Likewise Did the C.C.C. Boys. — j Of this quantity, there were re- of 43,750 turkeys of average size, and
Tenant's Harbor Man In out Ed." says Levi.
Thanksgiving Fea-t Cost Uncle quired for the American troops 'n ’ 26 average refrigerator cars were reL
"What's the matter?”
Sam Pretty Penny
dulges In Some Highly In
(By the Pupils)
the Philippines approximately 7.300 quired to transport it to the camps
“You almost ran over Chart Watts'
pounds. These turkeys were pur-, throughout the country —Army and
teresting Reminiscences
dog.”
In order to supply the Army with ji chased in San Francisco and ap- Navy Journal.
“Let him keep out of the road,"
Students cf Senior High listened,
"Town* Talk" has the following says Ed. "I don't stop for nothing—
turkey for Thanksgiving there was' proximately eight ship tons of re
in Tuesday's assembly, to James Conitems
in
1887:
Au ovei-ambitious artist at Raleigh
purchased
approximately 207.072 ( frigerator space were required for
I'm licensed to go anywhere at any
nellan. well known as a football scout
In January of tills year the ice on time You know Leve. it comes handy
N. C, painted a picture of an overfor Colby College, as coach of
pounds at a cost of about $51,763. their transportation.
It is not for the men of the Army 'giown ape 40 feet hign ano 18 feet
for me to drive a car. I've steered so
championship basketball teams at the Marsh was 15 inches thick.
This means, that 17.258 turkeys ol
George E. Allen is teaching school many ccasters When I sit behind
alone that Unc’.e Sam purchased wide to advertise a motion picture,
Cony High School, and finally as a
average size were purchased. If they
turkey for Thanksgiving dinner this but the theatre was forced to take
corporation lawyer in Rockland and in District No. 14 and is having a this wheel lt seems as though 1 really I
had all been shipped to one point, year. The boys of the Civilian Con-,
fine
school
(he
is
now
deceased).
Portland. His topic for the occasion
am on board a vessel."
, the sign down after mothers-from all
a train of eleven refrigerator cars of servation Corps also were provided ! -ver the city protested, saying the
“Just so. Ed. Just so.” says Levi.
wa: the game of basketball which he
Freclyn Smalley has shipped as
"I've only been driving about a
called "an ideal game of the winter second mate of the new three masted
average capacity would have been re for. To meet the needs of this vast gn frightened children and made
month." said Ed. "and don't take my
months for the development of speed, vcrsel Charles F Tuttle.
quired to t.-ansport them. The army of workers there was requited I them cry.
hat
off
to
anybody.
Last
night
I
was
endurance, accuiacy and self con
Schooner C. M Gilmore. Teel, is
trol in both bovs and girls". Oc- in Por: Clyde bound to Rockland with down on the Jim Barter, flat letting
her scoot right alcng. A feller came
ixr.onally Mr. Connellan dwelt on 2000 bushels of corn.
the tcciuiica aspects of the game,
up b.hind me a-tcoting his horn. I
Mis Maggie M Clark has relumed
much to the delight of the basket
paid ro tention. I kept light in the
he ne ficm Seal Harbor.
ball enthuria ts in his audience
middle of the road. I don't 'lew no
Ernest Hawkins in very ill with body tc drive me in the gutter. Wlicn
‘■Control cf the ball" he believes to
be the secret of all successful team carle: fever mow living in Connecti I get where I «as go ng 1 sheared off
cut).
to the right. Wlierj that teller went
playing.
Dr. Bushnell passed through here by me he took my rear guard with
In short, Mr. Conncllan's talk was
one of instruction and inspiration, last week. He has several patients him He was some mad too. What's
a very prolitabl? experience for the in Wallston.
a guard meunt tc anyway. 1 got two
Robert Barter and son have been new ones on hand. B'lieve me Leve.
student body who showed their ap
tiepailing a horse sled for Capt. I was 'ai'ing back on that flat, must
preciation by sincere applause.
• • • •
David Wall.
have had her up to twenty sure. Well
Schooner Levi Hart < in New York) here we are, want me to take you
Two soap carvings of special in
Rome,
mtemplation is just one of the elements that Janet
terest which have been made in con I is about ready to sail for Cienfuegas home?"
Gaynor and H arrier Barter portray in their latest production for
Quite
a
home
company
met
on
board
"No. I don’t," said Levi, "my wife
nection with the study of South
FoxFibn, "Faddy, The Next Best Thing.”
iPU
American Geography are on display hr teday and dined on turkey, namely says you're fast and reckless when
Giles. D. H you're driving. So long."
Janet Gaynor and Warner Baxter Gertrude Page’s novel, was written
Miss Browns room: "Native Huts ' Captains D W
Sunnier,
J.
H.
Davis
and
wife.
Frank
are
to be seen in their newest film by Edwin Burke who ls also respon
Elmer
E.
Allen
of the Brazilian Forest Region"
Wednesday and Thursday, when sible for the dialogue direction. He
carved by Charles Toner, and "The Bickmcre and John Dunbar.
MORAN IS PLEASED
Mrs. Mary Snow spent last Thurs
"Paddy the Next Best Thing," comes. will be remembered for his screen
Christ of the Andes" by Russell
day
with
her
sister
Mrs.
William
Her thirteenth characterization of authorship of "Bad Girl" one of the
Hewett.
Over Prnspeet of Togus Home Im• • • »
Dunbar in Wallston.
"Paddy," the madcap Irish lass, of- most popular screen plays ever pre
June same year. Mrs Abbie Hart pi ovemenls—He Sees Many Officials fers Janet Gaynor something abso sented.—adv.
The following schedule for Girls'
Representative Moran said follow lutely new. Paddy's greatest asset
has
returned from a sea voyage with
Basketball has been announced: Dec.
ing
a long round of conferences with is at the same time her worst lia
ITS PAYROLL ENLARGED
her
husband
Capt.
Levi
Hart.
13. Rockland vs. Alumni; Dec. 15
Misses Tressa Ronikey and Fannie government officials, that he felt bility. For she possesses the un
Rockland vs Fairfield at Rcckland.
The Great Northern Paper Co. in
Jan. 5. Rockland vs Ellsworth at ! Boyles have returned from West "greatly encouraged" over the pos canny faculty of enslaving the af
sibility of obtaining public works
the past four months has placed
Rockland; Jan. 9, Rockland vs. Upton. Mass.
fection of those with whom she comes
1.075 on its payrolls. Of the total
Frank Brown of Martinsville has funds for improvement of the
Rockport at Rockport; Jan. 12.
into contact. It is an asset because
number of new men employed. 128
Rcckland vs. Ellsworth at Ells been ill. He Is o k. again and is now Soldiers' Home at Togus.
it smooths the rough spots of life—a
The estimated cast of improved
are in the mill department, while
worth; Jan. 17. Rockland vs. Bel , using his hammer again at Atlantic
liability because lt mjkes her an
barracks
and
a
new
theatre,
he
said
947 are employed in the woods de
|
quarry
fast at Rockland; Jan 19. Rock
utter stranger to discipline. Mi s
He
partment. Mr. Hilton, in comment
Mrs. C B. Willard and Mrs. Robert is approximately $1,000,000.
land vs. Lincoln at Rockland: Jan
Gaynor has what is reported as her
14. Rcckland vs. Eelfast at Belfast; Wall have been doing house cleaning discussed the matter with Brig Oen st.ronge.t role to date. For in addi ing on the woods division stated that
Jail 26. Rockland vs. Camden at for Mis. Silas Hall who 'runs the Hines, veterans' administrator, and tion tt> her well-known wistfulness there was no difficulty in getting
plenty of experienced woodsmen for
Rcckland: Jan. 30 Rockland vs. Rock- boarding house at Wild Cat quarry with Louis H Tripp, chief of the con
she is here required to display her the various operations, all of which
struction division in the bureau.
port at Rockland: Feb. 2. Rockland
. . . •
During the morning he conferred newly-found spirit. She is a rogue- are in the vicinity of MiUlnocket. m
ROCKLAND. MAINE
vs. Thomaston at Thomaston; Feb
A few items from the "Rockland
with
Secretary Ickes and Attorney and she is irresistibly charming. As the cooper Brook region, and other
14. Rcckland vs Thomaston at Rock Free Press." year 1870. that might be
3eneral Cummings. A conference the man who brings her down to ]rcations near Moosehead T»ire
land: Ftb 23 Rockland vs. Camden a‘ of interest.
ar.d
luncheon with George M. Wil earth and convinces her of his love. R;dgh pulp wood is being harvested
Camdni; March 2, Rock’and vs.
O E. Blackington had a livery
Fairfield at Fairfield.
stable at the comer of Park Mnd liamson. Maine public works engineer Warner Baxter is said to be in his at the various operations Officials
who has beentransferred to thelocal' most popular elemenv He ls suave, stated that the Great Northern en• • • *
Union streets.
Virginia Conr.on and Shirley
J C. Libby & Son conducted a office.followed, and during theafter- handsome and the gentlest of lovers dorses the code particularly because
The locale of the film, directed by it has been designed for the purpose
Blackington have been assisting Miss hardware stcre at No. 4 Custom neon he saw Emil Jurja. adminis
trative chief in the public works ad Harry Lachman. is the rugged coast cf creating fair practice in the news
Eliza Steele with her clerical work at House Block.
lclreraajaruajajzjzjzizr.~;ir2.?.;3jzrazrazjajzizizraaiafzjzfaizrarai2raajzrzrapjararaiazraRraraErcjBraaili
, of Ireland. The screen play from print industry.
the Red Cross rooms this week.
C G. Moffitt & Sons were conduct ministration. and other officials.
• • • •
ing a clothing store at Union Block.

ELMER ALLEN'S CHAT

j AT THE STRAND TOMORROW

At The High School

1

TROMMER’S
MALT BEER

Is receiving favorable comment

from all quarters

DRAUGHT

BOTTLES

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
FOR THE STATE OF MAINE

A contest between “The Oranges" j T. A Wentworth had a general
led by Paul Horeysack of Grade 7-3 men's furnishing store, with boots
and "Tne Greenies", captained by and shoes, at No. 5 Berry Block.
Roger Vose finished with "The j Steamer City of Richmond. Capt.
Oranges" holding a substantial lead i W. E Dennison, was on the route
"The Greenies," were good losers, how from Bangor to Portland. This was
ever, and gave the winners an en called the inside line. Aiso "Sanford's
joyable program Wednesday after- 1 Independent Line" was making three
noon, which consisted of an original trips per week from Bangor to Bosdialogue by Elmer Bird and Winfield j ton by Steamers Cambridge and
Benner, a short story by Norma Frost, Katahdin. The Cambridge was com
and music by Edith Berggren. ac manded by Capt. J. P Johnson, the
companied by Dorothy Howard. latter by Capt Henry Rich.
"The Landing of the Pilgrims in NewBerry Brothers livery and boarding
England" was given by Raymond stable was located on Limerock street
Harper, Maurice Johnson. William at that time. Messrs. Fred H. and
Weed and Earl Cook. "Colonel Lind J Charles H. Berry were the owners.
bergh and his wife. Anne" were pic
Steamer Clara Clarita was maktured by Roger Vose and Patricia , mg daily trips between Rockland and
Hall.
Vinalhaven. Capt. William R. Creed
• • • •
(this last item .was in 1879).
Dorothy Freedman was stenogra
• • • pher in the office last week.
A few years ago a man whom we
• • * ■
will call Frank went into a certain
Calendars and Christmas cards
i grocery store in this village to buy
picturing the High School building
i some groceries and other tilings.
are on sale. The picture is from a
After paying for the above goods
pen and ink drawing made by Edwin
Frank happened to think he hadn't
Edwards '35. Proceeds from the sale
bought any flour Says Frank. "Have
of these articles are being used for
I you any good flour?”
typewriting awards.
The obliging clerk told him we had
• • • •
Erwin Sanborn, formerly of Mel the best flour milled.
"Give me five pounds to try."
rose. Mass., has Joined the Sophomore
Previous to this some customer had
class.
returned to us four pounds of calcine
• • • •
"Climbing Roses", the senior class plaster, whicn looks as white as flour
play, given Thursday and Friday itself, and left it on the flour barrel,
evenings, fulfilled the greatest of ex so the clerk or proprietor put a pound
pectations. It was the consensus of of flour on top of the contents of the
opinion of the students that it was bag and tied It up. Frank took the
bag hom^ and made a batch of bis
a “swellelegant" production.
• • • •
cuits. When they were taken out of
The members of Junior High the oven he tried to fork one to see
School faculty held a supper party if they were done. Nothing doing—
at the Copper Kettle, Thursday even he couldn't break it with a hammer.
ing, in honor of Miss Eleanor Grif We had sold him calcine plaster in
fith, who retired this year after a stead of flour—the treat was on us.
• * • •
long and very successful period of
service in the Rockland public
Here is one that happened to friend
schools. Mrs. E L. Toner was a "Ed" who lived in Woodfords at this
special guest.
time and worked in Portland. He
* ♦ * *
used io travel back and forth on' a
Thursday afternoon a special as bicycle. One morning as he was pass
sembly was held with Charles Ellis ing an oak grove he saw a very large
as master of ceremonies. He prefaced gray squirrel coming at right angles,
the presentation with a short talk in to him to cross the street, as he sup
the course of which various charac posed. The squirrel made a leap to
ters from the senior play were in go in front of the bicycle but instead
troduced. Then followed a few he landed in the front wheel of the
scenes from the play. The unique bicycle and got tangled in the front
feature of the performance was the forks, and Ed turned a complete somfact that just reversing the proced ersault on the hard pavement with,
ure of the old silent pictures, the the "bike" and squirrel on top of him.
characters were heard but not seen Ed was badly bruised and bleeding.
The curtain was down throughout the 1 asked Ed if he said anything when
pre-view—an oddity which aroused [ he came to “I don't remember if I
considerable curiosity on the part of talked in my sleep or not, but I lost a
the student body, and resulted in j S30 bicycle and two weeks in the
boosting the ticket sales
house with a lame back, on account
At the same time an automobile of a gray squirrel."
• • • •
decorated by the advertising com
mittee and carrying a bell only a few
When “Ed" got his first car (a
f.'zes smaller than the "Liberty Bell" Fcrdi he was delighted to take people
went through the streets proclaiming cut to ride. The. fellow that he took
that the time was near at hand for most always we will call Levi (not
"Climbing Roses".
j Solomon Levi). Taking him on a ride

t
•
•
^aii/ci
ss
LOOK AT THIS OVERSIZE ICE COMPARTMENT!

Triple Service Tray for frozen
food storage or freezing ice or
desserts ... Removable alum
inum shelves for easy clean
ing ... Select-acube ice trays
that release ice cubes instantly
... Ribbed glass defrosting
and food storage tray.

^catwie. oj nuv

Westinghouse
MASTER

REFRIGERATORS

SERIES

• Ice cubes galore. An extra supply in
every freezing. Westinghouse offers oversize
ice capacity in a brand new froster that sets
new standards of convenience. The pat
ented Select-a-cube trays release ice cubes
almost like magic. The large Triple Service
Tray is an innovation with scores of practi
cal uses. The rubber grid trays, the large
defrosting and food storage tray, the re

movable shelves and sanitary all-porcelain
finish give you convenience and utility far
beyond the ordinary.
Yes indeed! A new Master Series West
inghouse is the perfect Christmas gift this
year. Your whole family will enjoy it. . .
for years and years. Let us tell you about
our liberal Christmas terms. Let us demon
strate these important features . . .

New operating economy

Forced-draft cooling

Handy-Latch Door Opener

Hermetically-sealed unit

Select-a-cube ice trays

Acid resisting porcelain interior

Permanent oiling

Micarta door trim

Flat ribbon shelves

All-steel cabinets

Extra bottle space

Eccnomatic (Jefrosting and

Dual-auioniatic coniitl

7-Point Temperature Control

operation

MASTER O SERIES

CENTRj
POWEI

AINE
OMPANY

Start Your All Electric Kitchen Step by Step

